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Preface
Welcome and thank you for reading this eBook concerning integral Performance Management
(iPMTM). You are interested in Performance Management, the specialism that helps in realizing your
mission, vision and strategic goals, where measuring means knowing and improving performances
are key. On the basis of our experiences with this case, we dare to say that we have proved that we
have ensured that organizations are performing measurably better with iPM. Our customers are
more flexible, gain higher yields and anticipate better to changes in the environment, all because of
the implementation and assurance of iPM.
With this eBook we want you to get to know us and iPM. What does the iPM method entail? What
distinguishes iPM from other Performance Management methods and why is it successful? What do
our customers say about our services and the iPM method? This eBook gives an overview of the iPM
method and the way in which it can be implemented. It is a method that is adjusted to fit with your
organization and where a number of basic elements of iPM will always return.
Since the first projects and publications in 2003, the iPM method has increasingly developed over
the years. The Performance Management basics and –structure have remained, but certain elements
have been added to the method. Elements that have proved themselves in practice. This would
not have been possible without the trust our clients have in us. For that, we are very grateful.
Furthermore, these developments would not have been possible without our iPM team. Without
their insights and lessons, the iPM method would not have evolved like it has now.
Deliberately, we have chosen to spread this book for free, in a form where you can easily share it
with colleagues, acquaintances and friends. Where formerly our books were sold through suitable
channels against a payment, we believe that making our knowledge available will help you to turn
your own organization into a better performing one, where we can and may make an attribution
ourselves. If you decide to work with us, we will also share our tools and templates with you. Do not
wait until tomorrow, take “the wheel” today.
This eBook is easy to read on your computer or laptop as a PDF, with all sorts of navigation and
searching possibilities. It is also suited for your tablet.
We wish you a lot of fun reading this eBook – iPM Partners B.V.

“We are very positive about the chosen iPM method to unfold our
company strategy. We knew where we were and where we wanted to
go. Now we learn how to get there together and that positively affects
our service, productivity and pleasure in working of our employees.”
Henk Keizer, Chairman Board of Directors GGN.
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1. Introduction
iPM attributes its success to its integral method, the i of iPM. We believe in a method where changing
consciously (fitting your mission and vision), taking and enthusing your employees along the journey,
where measuring is key (and making this information accessible, presentable and use it in the right
way), where processes (in customer chains) and continuous improvement melt together in a natural
way, in which organizations steer and improve in a high frequent manner. Every day, managers and
employees understand what they want to achieve together, where they stand (for) and how to get
there, consequently both the quality of service and yields for the organization will increase.
We see organizations struggling with the Performance Management question. Implementation is
difficult and they step into the same pitfalls all over again, all leading to advantages that are not
met and opportunities that are not taken. Meanwhile, we have the experience that the motive to
work with iPM is diverse and does not hold only to the Performance Management question. With
iPM business transformations have been performed in which with a new strategy, hundreds or even
thousands of employees are directed in a new way to execute their work in a different and smarter
way. With iPM organizations have grown to the next level of maturity. With iPM organizations have
become more flexible. With iPM processes have become more professionalized. A professionalism
that was needed to follow market growth or to prepare the organization for a new phase. With iPM
the customer intimacy has enlarged, and together with that so did customer satisfaction and loyalty.
With iPM, LEAN and SIX SIGMA tracks have been set in a strategic context. Not just continuously
improving, but in line with strategic ambitions and visions. With iPM we made teams work together
more effectively by initiating a constant dialogue concerning performances and improvement
opportunities. With iPM, employees have become more involved. With iPM the silo-thinking within
organizations has been decreased. With iPM we brought back dynamics and inspiration within the
planning and control cycle. And of course with iPM, Performance Management tracks have been
executed where we brought strategy to life on the shop floor level.
All examples above fall under the heading of Performance Management, however, within the iPM
method. The iPM method is more than just the traditional way in which Performance Management
is used within organizations. This traditional way misses the integral approach and, through
silo-thinking, does not lead to better performance. In the traditional way Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) are brought to the shop floor via the organizational structure. Consequently, every function
gets its own goals and KPIs and functional thinking increases. Sales wants to sell more and logistics
wants lower inventories. This does not match and the customer will be the victim. We can see
similar examples in non-profit organizations, where departments that deliver the product or service
together, do not cooperate effectively. Traditional Performance Management only amplifies these
problems. Therefore, it is important to set up a structure where customer chains are central and your
employees are involved in realizing customer value every day.
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Also, the integral method stands for bundling and bringing together initiatives that are aimed to
realize objectives:
•

Organizations spend too much money on, for example, team development, improving
cooperation, or developing competencies of employees to let them function better within
their role. Managers are put back in class and get all kinds of skills trainings. Furthermore,
organizations spend money to effectively “change” and to counteract the possible tiredness
of changing, while changing seems to turn into a constant. Our advice is to bring this
together: which gaps in competencies do we see while steering and improving managers
and employees and where can cooperation be improved? What goes wrong when aligning
the organization, causing employees to drop out? From our experience it seems that insight
into the competencies or improvement points that need to be developed in order to work
together effectively, become crystal clear during our steering moments and improvement
board sessions. Invest herein.

•

Organizations spend too much money on Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing to
improve insights in performance. This is not wrong, but in practice there is too often a “you
ask we run” method: all kinds of reports are developed without a clear focus. Therefore the
question is: are all those reports relevant and are they used? Only a small fraction of the
employees uses the reports. With iPM we standardize the reports needed for daily or weekly
steering and contribute to the realization of your strategy. With iPM, reports are used by more
than 90% of your employees. iPM structures your management information.

•

Organizations spend too much money on processes. Processes are mapped for all kinds of
objectives. Mostly at different times in different ways with the same result: they are shown as
someone external to the organization asks for them. A missed opportunity: with iPM we make
your processes dynamic. Processes are modelled in a way that it is clear on the shop floor how
the work needs to be executed. One process model for all objectives, including Performance
Management. After all, you can’t improve KPIs, but you can improve processes.

We believe that Performance Management can only be set up successfully if it is fully supported by
the head of the organization. Not just in words, also in deeds. Therefore, this eBook is meant for
managers, Boards of Directors, leaders, program managers and project members that are involved
in the set-up and execution of Performance Management, improving processes and/or customer
experience, establishing LEAN / SIX SIGMA, professionalizing the organization, increasing yield,
improving and executing the strategy, developing competencies, implementing business process
management, business transformations and perhaps other initiatives.
Of course, this eBook is also suited for students. As guest lecturer and thesis supervisor at the
University of Maastricht, I see many students choosing a Performance Management related subject
for their thesis. Organizations where they work struggle with the subject and such a thesis might be
the solution. Too many times the principles of management accounting from the 1950s (Anthony)
or derived theories are used. The dynamics of the market have changed such that these systems
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are mostly surpassed by the hectic pace of today’s business environment. Of course, management
accounting stays, but the manner in which it is set up and executed has to be more dynamic to
timely anticipate on changes. I therefore hope that students (the management team members of the
future) embrace this new way of steering and improving, the iPM way.
In this eBook, concepts like customer value, customer chains, customer processes etc. are used
interchangeably. The appearance of the customer can be diverse.

In the education sector we talk about pupils or students, in the healthcare sector we talk about
clients or patients. Also in these organizations iPM is successful. Where we write customer, you can
fill in your own synonym. When we talk about the management team (MT), we mean the highest
steering organ within the organization, responsible for the development and execution of the
strategy. This can be called differently within your organization, for example, Board of Directors or
Board of Governors.
To be complete, we added the most important concepts in a glossary which can be found in appendix
1.
After a successful iPM program you will have attained:
1. A sustainable organization in line with your strategy;
2. A higher level of customer satisfaction and a better realization of the “moments of truth”;
3. Involved employees who work together effectively and continually develop to realize and
surpass customer values and organizational interests;
4. More peace and serenity within your organization, your teams will feel they can make more of
a contribution;
5. A flexible and alert organization with professional processes, ready for the 21st century.
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2. iPM is complete
iPM is really different: iPM makes a match
Performance Management is often considered to be only about KPIs. Once we have the right
performance indicators and reward our employees according to these, the issues are solved
and performance will improve. However, this is highly oversimplified. To be able to implement
Performance Management successfully and sustainably, four elements have to be brought together
and in balance. These are: (1) strategy & steering information, (2) leadership, cooperation & culture,
(3) information logistics (BI) and (4) continuous process improvement.

Strategy &
Steering information

Continuous improvement
of customer processes

iPM

Leadership,
Cooperation
& Culture

Information
Logistics (BI)

Figure 1: iPM connects and takes care of a better customer experience
Consequently, we have created a method that unites these elements: integral Performance
Management (iPM). It is a method to structurally improve the results of your organization in a
sustainable way. We decide together with your Board of Directors or MT on the best change message
and method. We enthuse your superiors and employees. Strategic goals are made and explicitly
matched to customer processes and daily activities in a manageable and practical way. iPM breaks the
hierarchy and the silo-thinking within organizations. It makes sure teams work together effectively at
all levels. By finding the right balance between customer value and the internal value of employees
and teams, performance will be maximized.
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iPM makes your organization perform better. Not through big reorganizations, but by setting up a
structured method in which employees themselves learn to improve. We structure your organization
in a way that everyone will help to make the structure more precise and flawless. Managers know
where they want to go with their company, but are looking for the right way to get there. We want
to accompany you during that journey. iPM is not an end in itself, but it is a means to complete your
journey in an easier way. It offers a structured method with the right tools needed: after all, you
reach your goal faster when you possess a good compass.

What distinguishes iPM from traditional Performance
Management?
iPM is fundamentally different from the traditional way in which organizations use performance
management. In the traditional way key performance indicators (KPIs) are brought to the shop floor
via the organizational structure. Every function gets its own derived goals and KPIs and functional
thinking is stimulated rather than thinking in customer chains. Below you can find an explanation of
the biggest differences seen from the traditional point of view. The unique set up within iPM offers
our customers significant better performances.
1. iPM as the catalyst of your change process and strategy execution
For many companies, the reason for setting up a Performance Management program is an internal
one. “We must be transparent”, “we need better management information and key performance
indicators (KPIs)”, or “there is a lack of focus” are internal reasons that are often heard when people
want to start using performance management. By themselves, these reasons seem valid, but they
won’t motivate your staff. “Why should I be transparent? Am I not doing my best already? Am I not
transparent to you?” These will be the primary reactions of your employees.
In iPM, we use an external cause. Your organization is in some development phase. Markets require
adjustments. Your position relative to competitors evolves. Your customers’ expectations rise. The
government adjusts regulations. You know what your organization is heading for. This journey
towards your vision requires a change. This change is the reason for your Performance Management
program, which is not a goal in itself. Performance Management is a tool that helps you on your
journey. A means to an end.
2. Following your strategic ambitions closely
In traditional Performance Management systems the newly defined KPIs become part of the (often
monthly) planning and control (P&C) cycle and the financial reports. However, the dynamics of
present markets require much more flexible and highly frequent ways of steering and improving
than the standard P&C-cycle has to offer. With iPM, we move away from infrequent steering. It
should rather be performed every day. The frequency is dependent on the pulse of your business.
Frequent steering provides fast feedback on whether improvements take place and whether targets
are realized. The execution of your strategy is a continuous process that requires frequent feedback.
If you do not make the progress that was expected, iPM alerts you right away and offers you the
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opportunity to quickly intervene.
3. iPM breaks silo-thinking and focuses on the customer
In the traditional performance management approach the organizational hierarchy determines the
way in which KPIs are translated from the highest level (or management team) to the workplace.
This is disastrous because it encourages silo-thinking as each department seeks its own goals. It is
highly doubtful whether this actually contributes to serving the customer efficiently and well. The
most frequent problems within organizations arise in the transfer between teams and departments.
Approximately 80% of the improvement potential lies within departments.
In iPM we use cause and effect relationships across departments and focus on customer chains.
Customer processes are leading in the translation of KPIs to the workplace. It starts from the strategy.
Through a strategy map, with a limited number of goals (five to seven for the entire organization)
KPIs are linked to customer processes. This assures that customer value is created, in an efficient
manner. By linking KPIs to these customer processes, silo thinking is eliminated and blaming behavior
between departments is avoided. When customer processes form the basis for creating KPI-trees it
is clear to every employee how he or she adds value for the customer and how this customer process
contributes to the strategy. By linking the KPI structure to customer processes your organization’s
goals are aligned and complimentary. All employees within the same customer chain are working
towards the same result.
4. In iPM, the CEO is in the lead
The CFO is often the main driver in the Performance Management issue. This seems logical, since
this also goes for financial reporting. In addition the CFO has the skills and abilities to set up a
Performance Management framework for the organization. However, we think it is doubtful whether
a financial function should be in the lead. After all, the Performance Management issue comprises
more than just running the financial or operational part of the organization.
Performance Management is about the implementation of a strategy. A strategy that requires a
change and in which the organization goes through a transition from the ‘as is’-situation to the ‘to be’
situation. All disciplines in the organization and all employees have to be involved in this transition.
Because of this, the whole Management Team needs to be engaged, especially the CEO, who should
be in the lead. Questions to be answered in the Management Team are: do we understand why
we want this? Are we aligned in our thoughts about this? What is the (change) message to our
employees and how do we communicate this? A good Performance Management implementation
is always a challenge. Without management support it is a mission impossible. Therefore, in iPM we
start every journey with a dialogue in the Management Team and with a clear strategy.
5. iPM starts with the existing data
Often, a lot of money is invested in improving management information through Business Intelligence
systems and data warehouses. People often make the mistake of thinking that a data warehouse has
to contain all the information before using the information can actually begin. Therefore, it can be
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a very long time before departments actually start steering changes and improvements. Steering
information comes from many different sources in an organization, some internal and some external.
Your ultimate goal is to automate your information logistics, but in the beginning it makes sense to
do things based on less automated environments such as spreadsheet models. Using spreadsheets,
reports can be quickly and easily developed. These can be adapted and changed, using trial and
error, while the organization discovers how the reports can best visualize data and which dimensions
are most relevant. The advantage is that after only a few days/weeks you will have information on
which to steer your business and you will not have invested heavily on IT. With iPM, you get some
quick wins which give the project credibility and momentum.
Ultimately, we aim for a structured and future-proof Business Intelligence (BI) environment. The
most important thing is that you get a positive return on your investment. Often, the analyst is
the only person who actually benefits from those investments. However, over ninety percent of
employees are not looking for complex tools. What they want is a visual and user-friendly report. In
order to contribute to more successful decision-making, there needs to be a push- and pull strategy
for the steering information at all levels. Analysts (and perhaps some managers) get the opportunity
to get data from the BI-environment on an ad-hoc basis (pull). The information is sent to employees
who don’t have the time to do the analysis or who cannot access the information themselves (push).
6. iPM doesn’t like red and green
In many Performance Management implementations it is the Dashboard that is the main problem. A
lot of money is invested in showing the KPIs in traffic light shapes. Red and green dominate as if the
organization could be managed based on this, but in fact much more is needed than just traffic lights.
Steering demands insights into performance: insight that can only be obtained by looking at
the details. KPIs need to have the right depth and the right dimensions. They can be split over
departments, teams, machines or people. We also need to see trends; absolute performance has
much less meaning than performance compared to yesterday and the days, weeks or months before.
In iPM we pay a lot of attention to each KPI to ensure that it is measured and reported in the right
way. This leads to better steering and to a direct change in the behavior of your employees. When
the organization has graphs that show positive progress the team knows they are on the right track
and are further motivated to ever improved performance. Nothing succeeds like success. Our graphs
lead to the right actions.
7. iPM brings your processes to life
Organizations can spend a huge amount of money on mapping processes, often driven by the quality
system or other compliance needs. But the way in which these processes are mapped often prevents
management and employees from utilizing them. Maybe there is too much language, not enough
abstract levels or just too many symbols. iPM brings your processes to life. Your processes are
necessarily the basis for process improvement but also for other initiatives, like quality management
and risk management. A quality auditor at one of our customers recently expressed this perfectly: “if
you go iPM, you go ISO enough”.
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We map your processes, with the help of the right tools and in such a way that they do not get lost
in archives. They become the basis for continuously improving – are referenced and used every day.
We pay much attention to implementing processes in the right way. After all, you cannot improve
KPIs, but you can improve processes.
8. In iPM the focus is on steering and improving
Often, steering information is used to hold employees accountable. The focus is on justification. Of
course, measuring performance and holding people accountable for that performance go hand in
hand. Nevertheless, using this information primarily to hold employees accountable, leads to an
unpleasant journey, in which all kinds of unintended behaviors arise.
In iPM we make it clear that first and foremost the information is used to steer the business and
highlight improvement opportunities. Give employees the space to understand the information and
clarify why the performance is as it is. What can be learned from this? What has to be done differently
from now on? You can learn on a daily basis from the execution of daily activities and processes. The
outcomes, the proposed actions and the shared sense of responsibility for performance improvement
that is generated by these frequent dialogues will be surprising.
9. iPM develops your managers and employees
In the traditional functional approach nobody is responsible for the entire chain and leadership is
based on hierarchy. This is one of the reasons why things go wrong. Many managers lead their team,
department, or organization from a distance; they maybe do not understand what is actually going on
in the workplace. Decisions are often taken unilaterally and are therefore not always understood by
employees which may result in less than optimal implementation of the decision. With iPM we break
through this problem. Managers should understand the processes for which they are responsible.
We create visibility of customer processes and assign responsibility for monitoring and optimizing
these. Assigning responsibility leads to ownership and enables the manager to get insight into how
the customer processes work and what barriers are impeding the realization of customer value.
We make sure that the knowledge and skills needed to continually steer and improve are secured
within the organization. From the beginning we will work with a key team that consists of employees
of your organization. These key team members start developing the needed competencies and learn
the methods and techniques to secure and stimulate continuous improvement. Along the way, these
key team members give their insights to other colleagues and consequently the working method
spreads like an oil stain and anchors within the organization.
To enthuse your key team members and employees and to ensure that they possess the desired
competencies, we will make use of management games and diverse trainings in the field of steering,
improvement (LEAN / SIX SIGMA) and changing. Meanwhile, thousands of persons have participated
in these games and trainings, always within the context of the iPM program within the organization
and with a high satisfaction rate. Go to our website for more detailed information and impressions.
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10. iPM gets more from LEAN and SIX SIGMA
Organizations invest in LEAN and SIX SIGMA to continuously improve. Within iPM we are convinced
that both methods have good principles, tools and techniques to improve performance and
solve complex problems. To solve complex cases we will therefore certainly use what LEAN and
SIX SIGMA have to offer. However, many problems are not complex and can be solved with some
“common sense”. Therefore, iPM bases its improvement cycle on a two-way track, where short-term
improvements are realized by involved employees that are thinking logically and LEAN / SIX SIGMA
are used for the more complex problems.

Advantages
iPM gives you a new way of steering and improving your organization. A way of working in which
your employees are involved and challenged on a daily basis to contribute to strategic goals. It is a
way of working which will lead to greater customer satisfaction and customer loyalty and that will
become rooted in your company and fundamentally change the culture for the better. It will be
welcomed by managers and employees alike because they will have simple and effective tools which
enable them to meet their goals. For profit-organizations these will be a higher financial yield, for
non-profit organizations an improved service and stakeholder satisfaction.
Since the first projects in 2003, the iPM method has continually evolved on the basis of experiences
in the field and thesis research. Meanwhile, the iPM method is not solely used for Performance
Management or strategy-implementation cases, but it is also a suited method for organizations that:
1. Want to enlarge the customer experience within the organization;
2. Want to reorganize, re-structure, or carry through a business transformation;
3. Want to carry through a change project where achieving goals and result-driven work are key
elements;
4. Want to professionalize processes and want to have direction over the customer chain;
5. Want to let employees and teams work together more effectively;
6. Want to enlarge the involvement of employees;
7. Want to carry through the integration of organizations or parts of the organization;
8. Want to set up a shared service center while ensuring a positive customer experience;
9. Want to put in a quality system and strive for one process model;
10. Want to inspire their planning and control cycle and, more importantly, the teams working
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with them;
11. Want to get more yield from their LEAN or SIX SIGMA programs;
12. Want to execute (change)processes within program management and in line with strategic
ambitions;
13. Want to stay in control after the introduction of “the new way of working”.
The above list is certainly not complete. We believe that with iPM the way of steering and improving
changes permanently. It is important for you to realize this: iPM is not a project, but it is a fresh, new
way of steering and improving. The implementation of iPM will fundamentally change the way in
which your organization is steered and the way in which employees are involved and managed. Your
performances will be more in control and continuous improvement will become second nature. The
advantages, performance- and yield improvements match with this.
“In two years the first processes and KPIs (matched to the strategy) have been designed
and implemented for Douwe Egberts using the iPM way, so we could work according to
these processes with the current IT-systems, and at the same time built the totally integral
SAP-templates for all processes. iPM Partners with its iPM method helped Douwe Egberts
to take a big step forward in a structured manner.”
Fred Vijvers, CEO Douwe Egberts Coffee Systems.
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3. iPM: an integral approach with 5 phases
In this chapter we want to clarify the five phases we go through when implementing iPM. The next five
chapters (chapter 4 up to and including chapter 8) will concern every phase more in-depth and will give
you a total overview of the iPM approach. Within your program you certainly do not have to go through
all phases. Especially phase 4 “solving complex cases” is very dependent on your situation. You also do
not have to start in phase 1 “aligning the organization” per se; however, this does is recommended.
For instance, you can also start improving customer chains, starting one or more teams for steering
and improving or solving a complex case in a project manner. Eventually, we will touch upon phase 1
to connect with the strategy.
The implementation of iPM is managed as a program. It is a journey with intermediate stages. On
diverse sub-areas, activities and projects take place. In fact, by implementing iPM, the strategy is
implemented. All kinds of strategic projects are running that are coming from the strategic plan and
are needed to make the journey towards your mission and vision. Meanwhile, the shop is open and
daily operations must go on. The way in which this shop will be managed will change. Teams will work
together differently and more effectively on team-, chain- and MT-level. That asks for some attention.
All these changes and projects we will bring together during the iPM Program.
Also important is, that this iPM Program will get its own name. Some names of programs we did for
our customers are: “the Expedition”, “Compassion” and “Customer satisfaction 9+”. They always have
a deeper meaning behind them and often have its own logo or symbol.

Figure 2: capturing symbolizes cooperating
The five different phases we distinguish within the total approach are:
1. Aligning the organization;
2. Deployment to the shop floor;
3. Steering and improving;
4. Solving complex cases;
5. Securing and continuously improving.
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Aligning the organization: together with the MT we decide on the change message, the change
method, the strategy map with the most important objectives and the unique selling proposition,
the result KPIs, the customer chains, the customer value, the process level-1 KPI’s and the global
waste indication. We take your top x (or all of your employees) along in the program, consequently
they will understand the reason why and are enthusiastic to start with the first customer chain.
Deployment to the shop floor: the selected customer chains are elaborated on the desired abstraction
level. The improvement opportunities are visible. The KPI-tree, KPI-visualization and reports will be
defined and realized. The key team is installed and has started. We know which teams will start with
“steering and improving” and whether we have to solve “complex cases” within these chains. The
program management is in the pipeline.
Steering and improving: teams are frequently steering and improving on every level. They are in
control and intervene whenever necessary. Insight increases. Employees are involved and motivated
to improve subjects. Continuous improvement starts running. The effectiveness of working together
increases, just like customer experiences do. More and more teams will start with the new approach
to “steering and improving”, until all teams of the customer chains are covered, including the
Management Team.
Solving complex cases: from program management projects are started for problems that regularly
need attention. Solutions are thought of, tested and implemented systematically. LEAN and SIX
SIGMA principles can be deployed. Project leaders develop more competencies in solving problems
and employees know how to deal with the changes.
Securing and continuously improving: all manager processes are set-up and your organization
stands on itself to execute and continue the new way of steering and improving (iPM) by itself.
Program management is running and there is clear governance around keeping the strategy map,
KPI-structure, reports, process model etcetera up-to-date. Perhaps the key team got a solid spot
within your organization and became the Center of Excellence.
In every phase we work on four areas to secure the integral approach within iPM. As a reminder: (1)
strategy and steering information, (2) leadership, cooperation and culture, (3) information logistics
(BI) and (4) continuous process improvement. Leaving out one area would mean a gap in the quality
and effectiveness of the program. Without strategy and steering information we would not know on
which information / KPIs the organization can be managed in the best way and we would not have a
compass that would lead us along the way. Without working on leadership, cooperation and culture
we will not maximize the input of your managers and employees. Without information logistics we
would not have access to the relevant performances and we would not have the right insight to
make the right decisions. Without continuously improving processes we would not make progress in
satisfying or surpassing the customer value or increasing the efficiency of the organization.
If we bring the phases and areas together the following matrix originates (see figure 3).
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Aligning the
organization

Steering and
improving

Solving
complex cases

Securing and
continuously
improving

Information
logistics (BI)

Phase 5

Phase 4

Improving customer
processes

Phase 3

Phase 2

Strategy &
Steering information

Phase 1

Leadership,
cooperation
& culture

Deployment to
the shop floor

Figure 3: 4 areas and 5 phases of the iPM program

“iPM Partners has a very flexible attitude, without losing the objectives.
They adapt quickly to the organizational structure, keeping a fresh eye
on things. iPM Partners and its iPM method have a constructive, critical
view on performance improvement that is adequately translated to the
right change method.”
Wim Vooijs, Manager Quality, program manager SLIM, KWF
Kankerbestrijding.
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4. Phase 1: aligning the organization
In this chapter we will clarify the first column: “aligning the organization”. The next four phases will
follow in the next four chapters.
Aligning the organization is a task of the MT. In these phase they have to be active. The start is
often initiated because of a recent update of strategy and the need at MT to start with Performance
Management (or KPIs). The strategy has to be communicated to the shop floor, after all, and this can
best be done by communicating the goals and KPIs on organizational level.

Leadership, cooperation and culture
It is a good thing that the MT wants to start with Performance Management, but it is of importance
that we first explain to the employees why we want this. Therefore, in the first step we will look
together with the MT for the motivation behind their ambitions. We will help communicate these
into the best change message and approach. Mostly, we search for an external reason for a change
message, because then it is easier to take employees along in the program. This means not looking
for a motivation like “we have to measure our strategy”, “the transparency of the performances
has to be more visible” or “the result-driven attitude has to increase”, but fitting the developments
within the market, changes in governmental policies and/or opportunities at customers. You motivate
employees with a vision or passion, not with KPIs.
A change message has to match the characteristics of the organization and at the same time the
change objectives that need to be achieved. For the change message we look back at what has
been done in the organization in the past, which key values were leading and how the organization
manages changes. Tools like the iPM Readiness Scan give fast insights and tips to find the best way to
make the iPM program a success. The program does not start from a greenfield, after all, the steering
is already done today. Important is that we keep the good and work on what can be better.
Finally, in this phase it is important that the MT fully supports the iPM philosophy. Will they steer
and improve in the iPM way? Will they support customer chain thoughts? Will the MT members
understand what their role will be and do they want to take on that role? Answers to these questions
are relevant before working with the objectives and KPIs.

Strategy and steering information
In these step we will make the (top half) of the strategy map in an interactive session together with
the MT. With the strategy map, the strategy of the organization can, with the aid of one A4, be
communicated to employees. All improvement processes can be dedicated to this strategy map and
it supports the MT to make sure the strategy is realized. The iPM strategy map looks different than
the traditional strategy map. On the iPM strategy map customer chains take a dominant role. Thus,
the top level of the organizational process model already starts on the strategy map.
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To make a strategy map, the mission, vision and strategy are taken as basis. All relevant documents
concerning strategy are explored and the mission, vision and key values are named. Key values will
get a role later on in the team rules, so they will not stay on themselves. After that, objectives
are named. Often, the number of objectives is enormously high: twenty till thirty objectives
on MT level are not an exception. This will only stimulate silo-thinking as those objectives are
functionally communicated to the shop floor. Our strategy map consists of five till seven objectives,
not only for the MT, but for the entire organization. At a profit-organization we look at the
ultimate goal, the growth objectives, the unique selling points and the productivity objectives.

STRATEGY MAP
Our Mission, Vision and Goals
What is our passion and dream and what is our change message?

Mission
What is our reason for existing?

Vision
Where do we want to stand?
What is our dream?

Goals
What drives us?

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS
What do we want to accomplish?
When do we celebrate success?

Ultimate goal
What is our ultimate goal? What do we want
to accomplish with regard to sustainability
and return?

Growth strategy

Productivity strategy

Where are our growth possibilities and which Product-Market combinations
(PMCs) do we choose?
• New markets?
• New products, current markets?
• Current products, current markets?

Where are productivity and eﬃciency
improvements possible with regard to our
organisation typology?
• Lower costs?
• Higher productivity?
• Making use of capital or assets?

Value proposition and distinguishing power
How do we distinguish ourselves from our competitors; what is our value
proposition; why does the customer by from us?
• We are the sweetest; Customer Intimacy
• We are the fastest; Operational Excellence
• We are the smartest; Product Leadership
• Lock in

Figure 4: the top half of the strategy map for a profit organization
What is the ultimate goal? For a commercial organization it is continuity and thus profit. Customers
and employees are very important, but you can only secure continuity when you are making profit.
Ultimately, it all revolves around profit, healthy profit. Only black numbers are not sufficient. That
is what the value-based-management thinking has thought us, even in the time of crisis. It is about
profit in relation to the invested amount of money.
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That ultimate goal is supported by two pillars: the growth strategy and the productivity strategy of
the organization. You can only grow autonomously by selling more: “P times Q” is a much heard term.
The number of products times the price determines profit. But where is growth in this equation?
Opportunities lie in four quadrants: the combinations of current and new products or services in the
existing or new markets. Choices influence the type of indicators that need to be applied. Growth
with existing products at existing customers puts emphasize on wallet share- or market share KPIs.
Growth with new products at existing customers puts emphasize on the profit margin of those new
products or on cross-selling KPIs. Growth with existing or new products at new customers puts the
emphasis on KPIs that especially measure the number of new customers, the success of channels
that are used for that, the extent of contribution of new products to the profit etcetera.
The second pillar, the productivity strategy, also consists of different subjects. These can be cost
reduction via productivity- or efficiency improvements or making better use of your means, including
the costs of invested capital. The productivity objectives that will be chosen depend on the typology
of the organization and the problems the organization finds. Therefore, in a capital intensive typology
the emphasis will probably be on proper use of your means and occupation degrees and in business
consulting the emphasis will be more on ‘flat’ fees, productivity of direct employees, proportion of
direct / indirect etcetera.
The organization often will have a mix of objectives that cover both the growth- and productivity
strategy. Also it is important to validate the appointed targets. To get a good insight in the feasibility
of targets it is necessary to break down or analyze these targets to customer or customer chains,
products or product groups, geography etcetera. On the basis of this analysis it becomes clear at
which customers / customer groups or products / product groups an eventual growth ambition can
be realized and whether these targets are feasible.
Thus, to realize growth we have to sell to existing or new customers. In which manner does the
business want to distinguish itself from its competitors, in favor of the customer? Many organizations
struggle with this question. They think internally and not from the customer’s point of view. Therefore,
the question is ‘why does that customer buy at my organization?’ The organization chooses whether
they want to be the fastest, the cheapest, the sweetest or the best. Terms like operational excellence,
customer intimacy and functional leadership correspond with this. The organization chooses to but
the emphasis on one of these aspects, but cannot neglect the other aspects. When the organization
chooses for operational excellence, price, quality and time are essential. For functional leadership,
function and image and for customer intimacy relationships and services are key. The choice can differ
per market or customer segment and has a big influence on the KPIs that are set up for customer
objectives.
At iPM we add a fourth customer strategy to the ones described above, which are based on the
model of Michael Treacy and Fred Wiersema: the lock-in-strategy. These are mostly companies that
have become monopolists within their market segment on the basis of a platform. Together with
other suppliers that deliver supplementary products on the basis of the platform. Consequently,
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customers have little choice possibilities. The motivation to make use of the services is high for the
clients, as searching for an alternative mostly means that the customer will be locked out of the
desired services or products. This makes the barrier to step in low and the barrier to step out high.
Above mentioned approach delivers a number of potential distinguishing capabilities. Not all
distinguishing capabilities are perceived as valuable by a customer. That is why a company should
distinguish those capabilities in “dissatisfiers”, “satisfiers” and “delighters” according to the
Kano-model. The organization will make a difference in the last two categories.
In non-profit organizations, another method is of importance. As the ambition in those sectors is not
profit, the mission in combination with an analysis of the needs of the most important stakeholders
are the basis to begin with. It starts with a stakeholder analysis: who are the most important
stakeholders? In a good cause organization these will be the contributors, volunteers, researchers
or scientists and the benefactors. In this analysis the current and future needs are documented
and afterwards the question will be whether the current needs are realized today. On the basis of
the future needs, the organization decides per stakeholder or per group of stakeholders what the
objectives are where they need to strive for. Possibly an ultimate goal will follow from this analysis,
which all stakeholders strive for. That ultimate goal mostly lies close to the mission statement. On
these objectives the most important KPIs are made.
For the profit-organization all the financial and customer objectives are now decided upon and
expressed in KPIs (possibly with targets). We know what we want to achieve. Financial and customer
objectives are a result of the company activities and consequently not directly moldable: the manager
does not have a button to improve customer satisfaction directly. This satisfaction is a consequence
of how the organization handles its value proposition towards the clients. Financial goals are results
as well, they tell something about the activities from the past.
For the non-profit organization the objectives and result KPIs known as well. These indicators also
look to the past. We can find the possibility of direct influence in company activities, or the processes
of the organization. It is about how. After all, these processes cover the whole spectrum of what the
organization does. Now we have arrived at the next step.
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Processes and improvement
At iPM we learn organizations to think from customer to customer, away from the hierarchy.
The customer is key. On the highest abstraction level of processes we see customer processes,
management processes and supporting processes. These processes flow through the hierarchy and
prevent functional thinking. Customer processes start at the need of the customer and end when
that need is fulfilled. Every organization has them, but the strange thing is that they are not visible
for the people that work there.

Figure 5: customer, management and supporting processes
Which products or services will we deliver to our customer at the end of the day? Which processes
lead to these products and services? Are these processes different for the different product and
market combinations? What starts these processes? On the basis of these questions the highest
abstraction level of the process model originates. It consists of all customer processes, complemented
with management- and supporting processes. At the beginning and the end of a customer-customer
process you find the customer. Which customer chains make (or break) the distinguishing capability?
What does the customer expect of these products and services and is he prepared to pay for that
(customer value)? Often that is not so complex. Within which financial frames do we have to execute
this? On the basis of these questions it is possible to determine KPIs on this level that guard the
customer process and contribute to the indicators on the above strategic goals.
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Figure 6: KPIs connect customer processes with strategy
After we have determined the customer processes, we decide on who will be responsible within the
organization for guarding and improving this customer chain. We want to achieve ownership and
thus direction over the chain. In the functional approach no one is responsible for the chain, which
is one of the reasons it goes wrong. Obtaining ownership is not easy, as tasks and responsibilities
will change and thus consequently management will change. Therefore it is not possible to change
this overnight. Managers need to get accustomed to these changes. Take your time for this, but start
directly with appointing process ownership. Ownership belongs at MT-level. Gain experience with
your team and formalizing this will follow. Also expanding tasks and responsibilities can be spread
across time. It is important that there originates a multi-disciplinary dialogue within the organization
about the performances and improvement possibilities within diverse customer chains.
Where we have talked about unique selling propositions (what the organization wants to be) in
the previous step, this now has to be put into practice in customer chains (what the organization is
achieving now). The difference between these two could be significant and you could quantify this
as non-performance. Non-performance which costs a lot of money. Therefore, within iPM we have
developed a practical assignment to make the waste indicator per customer chain visible together
with the MT. With this we take into account the internal issues of the organization. On the basis of
this waste indication, it becomes crystal clear which chains we could best take on first in the next
phase (next chapter).
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Information logistics
The KPIs on the strategy map are determined. We have developed the KPIs for guarding the success of
customer processes (only at the highest level, not the underlying KPIs) and we know the relationships
with the KPIs on strategic objectives. For example, % delivered on time affects customer satisfaction,
customer satisfaction affects customer loyalty, loyalty affects yield and market share and those affect
profit. % delivered on time also affects lower claim costs, which is good for profit.
It is important to decide with the organization with which technical resources we will standardize
these KPIs (and their reports). In these phase we will look together with you which tools there are
and maybe are already used and what we could apply the best. This does not only count for tools
like Business Intelligence / Data Warehousing, but also for possible tools around making processes
(and work instructions) visible and accessible. It depends on where your organization is with these
subjects whether we start standardizing earlier in the process. After all, high frequent steering means
intensively using reports and thus minimizing the handwork. On the other hand, with easy tools like
Microsoft Excel, reports are easy to make. With minimal handwork you can gain a lot of experience
on what you really want and it assures that you can start managing and improving fast.
Moreover, we think together with you about the best way in which KPI-reports can be offered to
users. It is an illusion that when it is in the data warehouse, the users will use them in a practical
way. Of course there are analysts within the organization that use these tools to make their analyses,
however, more than ninety percent of the population finds this too complex and just wants a
clarifying list. This means that if business intelligence wants to contribute to better decision making
within organization, on all levels, there has to be a push- and pull strategy for steering information.
Analysts and maybe a few managers get the opportunity to get data on ad-hoc-basis from the
business-intelligence environment (pull), while employees who are busy with their work, will get the
information sent to them (push).

Results
After this phase the organization will be aimed. Mission, vision, key values, strategic objectives,
customer chains and KPIs (on this level) are determined. Your strategy map is ready for communication
in an attractive lay-out. We have a change message, so we can consistently explain why we think this
program is relevant. The program got its own name, covering the load. The change method is clear
and the key team has been determined. These are the employees within your organization that
manage the program together with us and get a more intensive role in the next phases. It is clear
which customer processes should be started first, because of the waste analysis. You already know
the potential profits every chain can bring you. Before we go to the next phase, we want to take
the middle management (or your entire organization) along the ride. We organize a day in which
you explain the importance of this new program for the organization to the group. With one of our
management simulations, the participants will experience how it is like to steer and improve the iPM
way. If you announce at the end of the day which customer processes are dealt with first, there will
be a lot of enthusiasm and many participants will be standing in line to help.
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This phase will last for three till four weeks, if a good strategy already is present. Making the strategy
map can lead to further discussions about the subjects that are not clear yet. If the strategic plan still
needs to be worked out, we will take time for this as well. If not, the above mentioned time is feasible
and mostly the agenda of the MT-members will be the bottleneck. MT-members will spend four to
five (parts of) days to this phase.

Management games or simulations
Mostly in this phase we use one of our management games or simulations to make managers and/or
employees more aware of the power of steering and improving of customer chains.

In teams from 7 till 10 persons participants will be responsible for realizing strategic objectives by
making customer processes go right. The setting can be compared to a situation on the work day where
participants have a function with an accompanying function description. After a short introduction of
the company and the strategy, the participants will start. They need each other to serve the customer
well. Performances are visible and after one round it is clear where the bottlenecks are. A steer and
improvement session conform the iPM approach is executed by the team. We check whether there
is effective cooperation and what the quality of leadership is. The insight grows that steering on
result-driven indicators and customer satisfaction does not suffice. What are the relevant KPIs on
process level? Tips will be given to improve the customer chain, in line with strategy and customer
value. The team will have to show implementation skills to realize performance improvements in
the next round. Are they capable of this? At multiple teams (playful) benchmark sessions will take
place. Which team will win? The competition level is high. A second (and sometimes third) round
will be played to experience the effects of the changes. The engine behind the game will show the
performance, like they come from your own business intelligence environment. Lots of energy and
enthusiasm at the participants and at the end of the day the winning team will be known.
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By making this game part of the first acquaintance with the new program and starting the day with
a good introduction (why this program, change message) and ending it with what we will do within
the organization tomorrow (selected customer processes), this gives your program a boost. A perfect
day for teambuilding and for emphasizing that by working together using an integral method, the
organization will achieve its ambitions.
“iPM is a good process-oriented working method to manage, support
and preserve the change trajectory within Berkvens. The offered
support was hands-on and to-the-point and thus in line with the
philosophy of iPM.”
Piet van Loenhout, CEO Berkvens Deursystemen.
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5. Phase 2: deployment to the shop floor
Now it is clear which customer processes have priority, the MT prioritized. The good thing with the
iPM method is that you can start with one customer process at a time, consequently, you can start
quickly. Moreover, the waste indicator showed whether we can achieve the expected result by setting
up an adequate steering and improvement cycle or whether we should start with “solving complex
cases” as well. Either way, first we will have to do a few things within the selected customer processes
before we can start with phase 3 “steering and improving” and/or phase 4 “solving complex cases”.
The word “tailoring” is key in this phase. The way in which we map processes, KPI-trees and set
up steering has a uniform method, but the implementation is always “tailored” for the customer.
Substance and dynamics differ per organization. Of course, situations can be recognizable and we
bring knowledge from branches and markets, but every iPM implementation has its own specific
cases. Tailoring also means that clear agreements are made within the key team about the division
of roles. Besides accommodating customer chains in scope, we also set up program management.

Leadership, cooperation and culture
The overall change-message has been determined by the MT in the previous phase. Important is
to concretize this per customer process. In this way a change-message like “customer satisfaction
9+” or “increasing customer experience” can be concretized to the most important changes within
diverse chains, like for example “% delivered on time” at customer chain “ordering and delivering
products”. Which performance belongs to “% delivered on time” when we strive for 9+? If the current
performances stay behind in this part, the necessity of changing becomes clear. The probability that
there will be delivered a delta-performance (difference between desired and delivered performance)
is high, considering the fact that this customer chain has been selected. A foundation for the changemessage for this customer chain has been laid, also for the teams that will work with this in phase 3
“steering and improving” and phase 4 “solving complex cases”.
The key team is a driving factor for the iPM program. It is important to work on the competencies of
the key team around establishing changes. The key team members have an important role to take the
organization along in the changes. They will possibly guide team leaders and process owners in the
steering moments in phase 3. How does the key team see the selected changes (vision on changing
and implementing) and which cultural elements will stimulate or limit delivering the performances
according to key team members? The key team gives a good example and works with the principles
of iPM from the start. People learn to translate steering and improving to their role and situation.
How do we handle each other as key team and what are our team rules? We start with a kick-off for
the key team here as well to discuss manners beforehand; consequently working agreements will be
clear before the journey starts.
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The key team will develop during the program and evolve in implementing, guiding and coaching
the leaders and teams. Not all teams will be flawless and efficient after one day. How can we take
everyone along? How do we guard the consistency in carrying out the change message? What will
happen if the desired cooperation in a customer process or team stays behind? In these subjects, the
key team will also have to develop competencies, so they can carry out their role effectively. Here
too, development is fitted and matched to the organization and its employees.
Furthermore, in this step we will check whether other trainings are needed to give the key team
members of your organization the right cognitive knowledge about iPM, so they can execute their
role properly. Knowledge building is important from the start, to be successful later on, so we can
secure that everything will go on as it is supposed to after we leave.

Strategy and steering information
Per customer process, we develop a KPI-tree. The top of this tree consists of KPIs on the strategy
map (highest level of the process model). It is important for the employees to know which “buttons”
should be turned on to influence the KPIs on the higher level. There are a number of precise rules for
developing KPIs. Firstly, it is important that we know which process steps are part of the customer
chain. So in fact, first the next step needs to be executed (processes and improvement). When all
activities in the customer chain are clear, it is possible to define the right KPIs. No furry KPIs, but KPIs
that can be matched to processes and daily activities your organization performs..
After that it is relevant for all activities in the customer chain to understand what they contribute
to realizing the KPIs on chain level. Managers and employees involved in the chain determine their
own KPIs, these are not imposed. The key is to think about what drives the parent KPI. Consequently,
cause- and effect relationships originate. These cause- and effect relationships do not remain within
one organizational unit, but go across departments. Synergy and dependencies become visible.
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Figure 7: a KPI-tree
Important when determining the right KPIs, is to make sure the KPIs below drive the ones above
them. The KPIs on the lower level have to contribute to the indicators on the higher levels and
eventually to the result-indicators that are related to the strategy. Furthermore, the set of KPIs on
the process, team and individual level have to meet certain demands. Important are the extent they
are moldable, a limited and manageable number of KPIs formulated from different points of view.
iPM puts employees, teams and processes in a tension field by placing indicators on the 3 points
timeliness, quality and productivity (see costs). The KPIs need to cover all those 3 points. Within the
tension field, employees and teams look for an optimum their selves. When this does not happen,
that will be at the expense of one or more points.
The key team thinks, together with the process owners (MT members) and others involved, about the
departments / teams that start with this new way of steering and improving. The multi-disciplinary
team that guards chain performances starts and improves during the chain meeting, under the
management of the process owner (or whichever name we have given to that). Possibly, the MT
itself starts with steering, or maybe the MT would rather wait until a number of customer chains
and teams are running well. Actually, we are steering on three levels. These teams (whichever level)
discuss daily or weekly (possible MT has lower frequency) the performances and improvement
possibilities. See phase 3 for further developments.
With iPM we will add a number of steering- and improvement session to your conference structure.
From our experience, this will lead to less time deployed to discussions and other meetings, like the
ones about work instructions. Therefore, it is important to have insight in the current conference
structure and to decide, in a subsequent phase, how these short review moments influence the total
conference structure within your organization, to let managers and employees be productive. Which
chains/teams will start steering now (and need guidance in this) and which teams will start later,
are guarded under a program management structure. The projects that are started within phase 4
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“solving complex cases” are added to this. The focus will also be on the projects that are currently
running. Possibly, some resources could be re-allocated to projects that will contribute even more
to the strategy. In this way, we can map all running projects (and steering activities) and they can
become part of steering on MT- (and sometimes chain-) level.

Processes and improvement
The customer processes in scope are elaborated to at least level 2 and 3. The way of process
modeling within iPM is simple. We use a limited number of symbols and draw the process from the
left to the right. Often, we work with abstraction levels. Level 1 is on the strategy map, and appoints
the customer, steering and supporting processes. On level 2 we show team transitions. After all, in
the transition moments there is the highest amount of waste and improvement potential. Level 3
shows the process steps within the team and level 4 contain work instructions. Level 4 is needed
for employees to execute the work as intended. This level is most important in processes where
creativity is not desired and circulation of employees takes place. Level 4 is not necessary to start
steering and improving, you can already start with the first 3 levels. The way of modeling makes it
very clarifying and intuitive. All design principles and conventions are pre-determined together with
you. Consequently, the quality of the process model increases and it suits performance management,
performance improvement, but also ISO, risk management or compliance management. One process
model for multiple goals.

Figure 8: process decomposition in four levels
Moreover, it is important that employees that carry out these processes on a daily basis are involved
with this process. They know like no others how the work takes place on lower levels. They are in
contact with the clients. They know the failures and they know what works. With them the strategyimplementation starts. With them the strategy that is determined by management, is brought into
practice.
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Mapping the processes on level 2 and 3 can be done in a quick and playful manner. The method we
choose consists of a three step rocket. In a limited number of weeks it can be finished on level 2 and
3 for one customer process. First we bring the employees or a representative group together. During
this session we model the activities that are executed within this customer process on level 3. After
the session we transfer the results to a process management tool or Microsoft Visio, depending on
what is agreed on together in the previous phase concerning tools. On the basis of this we will model
on level 2.
As a second step, all participants are interviewed to verify whether the information in the process
diagram is right and the input and output of the process are established.
Finally, we will pull around thirty cases through the process. Consequently, the process will be
validated and we will get insight in whether process truly works the way we mapped it. Furthermore,
it gives insight in extra improvement opportunities.
Within iPM we possess several tools to analyze the global waste indication that was done in the
first phase even further. Waste that is caused by rigidity (no match between supply and demand)
or variability between employees (one employee is more productive or more experienced than
another, which causes productivity differences). When we look at waste that is caused by mistakes
during processes and that leads to extra workload, costs of materials and other types of costs or
missed gains. While we are mapping your processes, many issues can arise. Of course we will discuss
with you which type of analysis fits your organization the best.
A complex problem concerning processes is governance. Especially when processes are executed
on different locations (or even internationally) all kinds of questions arise. Should we unify or not?
How does that work with process ownership? What is the role of the process owner and the line
manager? Where do responsibilities, tasks and privileges lie? Questions we will solve together with
you in this phase, so it will be clear for you in which way we will set up, steer and manage customer
processes.
By mapping your customer chains this way, your view on the situation enlarges. You can see clearly
on which points in the process there are interactions with customers. On these points you can make
the difference. These are the moments of truth.

Information logistics
To can start steering and improving in the next phase the KPI reports need to be available. KPI
definitions need to be elaborated, and the manner of measurement needs to be determined. From
which source systems can we gather information? The subject of data quality arises. Can we manage
the way in which we want to set up information logistics, like is determined in the previous phase?
Or is it better to already start with Excel? The philosophy is: the glass is half full. Waiting until all KPIs
are measurable and reportable is not an option. We will start with the KPIs that we can measure,
because we want to be in phase 3 as soon as possible.
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The ways in which KPIs are visualized is important. The ways in which you share performances with
your employees will influence their actions and behaviour. Not just a number in comparison with the
norm or benchmark, but graphics and tables that give insight in performances. Trend analyses for
KPIs that show a performance like % delivered on time or the number of students that got a diploma.
These are important in cause- and effect relationships in the KPI-tree, but their performances cannot
be changed at this moment. However, it is important that next to trend analysis, insight is gained
in the most important dimensions, for example per product or per region. Or maybe it is better to
show a pareto that divides the percentage so there are no 100% delivered on time. The KPIs that
are still predictive and moldable mostly have to do with work inventories. The power is in the way of
visualizing. If you for instance show the % offers that have to be called with regard to the moment
of calling you can show directly which offers it is about at the left-side of the vertical line. Add the
dimension employee and it is directly clear who has to start today. Or show the number of open
applications of students in comparison with the promised intake period and the possible negative
effect on applications and thus costs become visible.

Finally, measuring KPIs (if it is not happening yet) gives extra insight in the improvement opportunities.
You could see this as a pre-measurement that shows possibilities of performance improvement.

Results
After going through this phase the setting up for your customer processes in scope has been
determined. You have decided on the KPIs and you know which KPIs you want to visualize in a
particular way. KPI-definitions and measuring methods are clear. You know the customer chains,
at least in levels 1, 2 and 3. You made agreements around responsibilities, tasks and privileges of
processes (governance) and you possibly know some employees that could take on those roles. The
key team knows what is expected of them, there are clear rules of conduct and they are trained for
the steps that are coming in phases 3, 4 and 5. If desired, the key team can start a next customer
chain and design it to fit the organization.
This phase has a throughput time of 3 to 4 weeks for every customer chain. Depending on the
number of members in the key team, multiple chains can be dealt with on the same time. Making the
process more visible until level 3 and setting up and developing the KPI-tree, training the key team,
determining the structure of the governance and the program structure is certainly possible within
this amount of time. The greatest risk is in the measurability of KPIs because of dependencies with
regard to the availability and quality of data.
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“Conducting business in a good way, helps us to execute the primary process,
education, towards our students. Processes (daily work) bind schools,
departments and services. They make sure that there are clear working
methods and that everyone speaks the same language. By making these results
comprehensible and by learning to steer and improve, we have accomplished
measurable improvements, but above all, we have made an organization that
is ready for the future.”
Olaf van Nugteren, member Board of Directors Summa College.
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6. Phase 3: steering and improving
In the previous phase, the KPI-tree and definitions, visualizations and reports have been determined,
so now we can start with steering. With iPM we quit low frequent steering, you steer every day. Of
course the frequency is determined by the heartbeat of your processes. iPM stimulates high frequent
steering low in the organization and low frequent steering high in the organization. We steer on
three levels. The MT judges the performances of the processes on level 1 and the result indicators of
the strategic objectives. The frequency depends on the dynamics. The process owner starts steering
on the process level of level 1 and guards the underlying indicators on level 2 and possible on level
3. This will be done weekly (or more frequently by high frequent processes), together with the team
leaders. The team leaders start steering at level 2 for their process part. Every one of them steers
his team on the basis of the KPIs on level 2 and 3. This depends on the dynamics of a daily or weekly
activity. The frequency of steering and improving is decided upon through dynamics in the process
and not through a P&C cycle that dictates a monthly rhythm for all processes. Different customer
processes have different rhythms. Organizations differ in dynamics. iPM adjusts the rhythm to your
heartbeat.

Figure 9: three levels of steering
High frequent steering gives quicker feedback, so you know earlier whether started changes are
taking place and set goals are realized. More frequent information gives the opportunity to more
frequent measuring and decision making. Does the implementation of the strategy take place as
expected? Is customer value delivered? Do we work efficiently? Many times this is not the case. A
strategy will not be exactly realized the way it was designed to be.
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Strategy development has evolved a lot over the last few years. Big planning departments where
strategic planners develop the plan for the coming five to ten years have vanished, with a few
exceptions. Strategy has become a continual process. A process that asks for frequent feedback
to measure whether the plan is running as it is meant to, and if this is not the case it gives the
opportunity to steer and not wait until the next strategic session somewhere in May.
With the three levels of steering and the push/pull-concept, everyone possesses the right steering
information on his or her level, relevant for his or her task and needed to make the right decisions.
We own a joint focus and speak the same language. Therefore it is not necessary to justify that. Not
reporting, but performing.
We turn things around. When the CEO wants to know how a process is doing or when a process
owner wants to know how a team within his process is doing, he has to participate at the steering
meeting that takes place at that level. The iPM-maxim is therefore: come out of the ivory tower.
When there are multiple layers of management (that is also a governance question, but then focused
on parenting style), more than three levels of steering can be necessary. Often customer chains are
executed on diverse locations, for example in different regions. Next to the region-MT guarding all
customer processes (and the result-indicators) within the region, an overall MT (Board of Directions)
will be present to guard the performances of the regions (and her customer processes). Information
that is shared between these management layers depends on the governance-agreements made
and the role every management layer has. In practice it is a difficult case and because it often is not
solved correctly by organizations it becomes frustrating. Who is involved in what?
Depending on the choices in the previous phase we start with the teams on level 1, 2 and 3. In
practice we often see that teams on level 2 (customer process level) and 3 (department/team level)
start and level 1 starts when a few customer processes are running.

Leadership, cooperation and culture
VBefore we start with a team (on any level), it is important that the team leader is well instructed
and we take the entire team along in the new way of steering and improving. Firstly, we take the
team leader by the hand to explain the mechanical and high frequent way of steering. The key
team members have a facilitating role in this. Among others the set-up of the steering moment, the
agenda during the steering moment, tips to keep the meeting short and direct and the role of the
team leader and team coach (= key team member) will be discussed. Also the way of working of the
improvement mechanism, the way in which team members can be spoken to and made enthusiastic
and the way in which we commit the team and possibly set team rules is discussed (whether or not
in line with existing key values of the organization).
Here guidance can be needed concerning competencies as well. Often, the quality of guidance is not
sufficient in all parts of the organization. Leaders and teams need to learn to perform and continually
improve. This asks for competencies and skills that, if they are developed right, can drastically enlarge
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team performances. The iPM method consists of tools to follow these developments. We know the
factors that make a team successful and are a prerequisite to delivering performance. We frequently
measure progress on these success factors together with the team leader and the team. With the
P&O department we look at the impact of this on the management development program or on
trainings that we offer.
Next to the team leader the team is also taken by the hand before the steering- and improvement
moment will start. Learning and performing together is the device. With a team kick-off it is made
clear where the team stands for and what is expected from every member. Here the change message
also plays a role. Possibly the first team picture will be taken to see what the starting position of the
team is. This is a snapshot of the current strengths that need to be developed within the team relating
to steering and improvement. When team rules are not clear, agreements are made. Furthermore,
it is important that the key team members understand the mechanism of the improvement board,
the KPIs, KPI-trees and KPI-reports. If all is clear, the steering and improvement moment can start.

Strategy and steering information
It is important to come up with a name, fitting in the program, for the steering and improvement
moment. At one customer we call this the 5 minutes meeting, the focus meeting or the boarding
session (coming from whiteboard). At the other customer this is called the PIT Stop. The intention is
that PIT stopping becomes a verb with a natural meaning within the organization.

The steering and improvement moment is executed with the help of the improvement board. An
improvement board is a big (white)board that is divided in four areas. In the top left corner you
find KPI-reports, in the top right corner you find team rules, in the bottom left action overviews
can be found and in the bottom right corner you see the achieved results and successes. This is
supplemented by the name (and possibly the picture) of the team, the strategy map, the process on
level 2 and the KPI-tree.
The team comes together in front of the improvement board. The leader guides the meeting, where
it is essential to determine whether the performances (KPI-ambitions / objectives) are realized and
the expected customer value and efficiency are met. This should not be done by looking at graphs,
but by asking business-relevant questions. Does the customer get his products on time? Do we
deliver efficiently? The team checks whether we can answer these questions positively and thus
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whether the chosen tactics work. The questions become more profound because the team gets to
know each other better. It will be checked whether there are ideas to execute activities in a better
way. Actions are invested in. Everyone will be standing during the steering moment, which makes it
an active and short meeting. The role of the leader is important for the yield of the steering moment.
There are all kinds of tips to make sure that team members are maximally involved and to deliver the
performances necessary to realize customer and organizational values. The iPM team coach (= key
team member) helps the team leader to fit his role and is aimed on the development of the needed
competencies for the team leader and the team. Participation will increase.

The first sessions will feel uneasy. After some time, results will become visible and that will give
energy. Employees are better informed and have more input. They will acknowledge that something
is happening with their ideas and feel that they are listened to. The process and the communication
between team members or departments will improve and therefore the work can be executed
easier. On customer process level (level 2), participants will get more insight and understanding of
how things work within diverse departments. Instead of blaming each other of non-performing, a
solution is worked on together. After all, we do not have opposing objectives, but we all strive to the
same performance (delivering customer value). There is goal congruency, which was not present at
all during the traditional way of steering.
After some time the steering moment will become more normal and natural. At some of our
customers hundred teams are working this way. Most of the teams are doing well, but some teams
need extra guidance and development. Progression and results follow to strengthen the team and its
leader. This is a role for the key team. When there are general aspects to focus on for team leaders
you can design the development program for team leaders and teams in this way (deployment to
the shop floor). The competencies and skills concerning leadership and being result-driven become
visible during steering and improvement moments and your investment in coaching and training
cannot be more focused on goals then matching what happens in practice to fit your organization.
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With the steering and improvement sessions, we add a formal meeting structure. It is important
that we see how this session fits in the total discussion structure of the organization and that we
make sure that the number of meetings is minimized. Consequently, everyone can be maximally
productive as there will be more time available.

Processes and improvement
As said before: you cannot improve KPIs, but you can improve processes and employees. Performance
improvement is possible by doing activities in a smarter way, eliminating unnecessary steps and having
good agreements on the way in which work can be executed the best. Performance improvement is
also possible by making employees more competent and useful in executing the work. Insights that
are shared during steering and improvement sessions make team members perform better, they can
learn from each other.
At iPM we give insight in processes. Often it is not clear how activities need to be performed. Work
instructions are missing, obsolete or the discipline to follow them is lacking. The way in which these
processes and activities are documented scares employees off. As you could read, the way iPM maps
processes is simple. Processes come to life and are not seen as bureaucratic. At iPM it becomes clear
that processes are working agreements about the way the work can be executed in the best way, that
is all there is. At creative processes the depth of recording these working agreements lies on a higher
level (level 3) than for the processes where you would rather not want any creativity. Deviation from
the working agreements of a standard process leads to waste (assuming that the standard process
has the best way of executing). If we want to change a standard process, that is possible of course.
Good ideas are welcome and can lead to adjustments in processes and work instructions. But these
changes are valid for everyone, so we can speak of a standard way of working again.
Within iPM we base the improvement of processes on a two-pillar method. Many problems are not
complex and when improving in small steps a lot can be achieved within organization. Many small
steps lead to significant improvements in results. By inviting employees to think along about changes
during (and outside of) the steering and improvement meetings, you open the door to constant
improvement. Complex cases are not simply solved at the improvement board, but demand for an
analytical method of working by means of a project. LEAN and SIX SIGMA are suitable methods for
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that (phase 4 “solving complex cases”).
An important aspect during the steering and improvement moment is therefore taking the right
decisions and starting relevant actions. Performances deviate from ambitions. Customer value is
not realized and/or we can work more efficiently. The most important question is: what causes
these deviations? Business-relevant questions are asked, most of them not starting with “why”. KPI
graphs give insight in the bottlenecks. Why does the process run inefficiently there? What can be
done to solve this? Often, team members know like no other where the problems lie. It would be
too bad if you would not use this knowledge well. After sharing insights, this could possibly lead
to new improvement actions. These actions will be followed on the improvement board via the
action mechanism; consequently you can see the actions from idea until realization. Team members
are invited to come up with ideas outside of the steering session. In the next steering session the
focus will be on whether the contribution of the actions lead to the result improvements that need
to be achieved. If this is the case, the actions will be executed. If not, the actions will be closed
or temporarily paused. Team members know directly what will happen with their ideas and are
involved in the execution and implementation of actions.
If there are ideas for actions that have a difficult implementation and thus cannot be seen as an
action point, the idea for a project is born. The project will be registered at program management
(role of key team) and together with the MT it will be decided which projects are started. Of course
feedback to the idea generator and the team will take place; possibly they have a role within the
project. When a project is started the execution will be in the next phase (phase 4, solving complex
cases). Actions within the team that are in fact team-surpassing will be taken by the team leader to
the chain meeting. There are all kinds of techniques to motivate team members to come up with
ideas. For example, you can reward teams with the best idea for the idea of the month. Also, team
members can develop problem solving techniques or LEAN principles, so they become better at
signaling improvement opportunities and continually improving processes.
At level 3 we also use the steering and improvement moment to look forward. What production or
inventory levels need to be achieved the coming days and do we see any problems in realizing this?
Is the participation level sufficient? Do we know what is coming? The team becomes pro-active in
executing her tasks and can react now if there is a future possibility of problems or bottlenecks.
It is important when implementing ideas to watch for the customer interaction moments in the
process. At those moments the organization can make the difference. These are the moments of
truth. It needs to be clear for everyone how these moments need to be (channel, tone of voice,
timing, frequency etc.). These moments need to be filled correctly, so customer experience remains
high.
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Information logistics
A prerequisite for high frequent steering is the fast availability of the needed KPI-reports. In line with
the agreements made in the previous phases, KPI-reports become available. Possibly an analyticenvironment has originated where analysts can explore why-questions even further. The push and
pull system is working. The leaders are responsible for keeping the improvement board up-to-date,
before every steering- and improvement moment starts.
On the basis of new insights, new requests for KPI-reports follow. These are canalized to be tested
on relevance and to prevent us from falling back in “you ask we deliver”.
Moreover, the processes and work instructions are accessible. While the key team thinks from
conventions and the way of modelling processes, this is not visible for users of processes. They
approach the information from their point of view and can find the relevant information they need
to do their job simply with search words.
For teams that are geographically dispersed or where it is difficult to work with a physical improvement
board, we use standardized solutions to have an effective improvement board session.

Results
A number of teams started steering and improving. The first successes are visible and this leads
to wanting more. More teams are started until an entire customer chain is covered with steering
and improvement moments on level 2 and 3. The next customer processes want to start as well, as
they see their colleagues getting enthusiastic. The MT starts as well in the same setting and gives a
good example. The key team facilitates managers and teams. Competency developments take place
for leadership, being result-driven, learning to perform and continuous improvements. Key team
members develop and are better capable to implement the changes successfully and fulfil their role
properly.
In the previous phases it was rather easy to give an indication of throughput time for the phases.
For this phase that is more difficult. Not for establishing and starting teams, which does not take too
many time (on either level), assuming that the majority of the reports needed are available. This is
a matter of one or two weeks. The insecurity lays within the starting position and the developments
that teams and team leaders will go through. Some teams will go really fast and will be independent
soon. Other teams will need more care and guidance.
With the help of tools we will follow the progression of the teams on the success factors for learning
to perform and competency development of team leaders and teams. It becomes visible which
teams need extra attention and which could be independent, consequently this can be tailored as
well and the attention of the key team will go to the right aspects.
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“The power of iPM Partners lies in integrating current initiatives and
matching them to a vision of integrally steering and continuously
improving company processes. Twelve months after starting the project
“Steering and improving” I look back with pride to the achieved results:
we have achieved to significantly improve steering of our primary
processes, so we are better “in control” and the throughput times have
been cut in half at some points. A positive external effect is that, because
of the installed Process Improvement boards, the communication with
and the participation of the shop floor has improved.”
Evert ter Keurst, CEO Evides Infra Divisie.
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7. Phase 4: solving complex cases
Program management initiates the next projects that need to be taken care off. Some find their
roots in strategy, others arise in phase 2 when it is clear that complex cases need to be solved in the
customer chain by means of a project, and still others arise from ideas from employees. Anyway,
program management decides where the resources will go to and which projects are taken on.
Projects are appointed and fertilized. Periodically their progress and risk will be reported. Projects
that ask for process improvements need another approach than projects that create “something
new”. Building a factory in China (something new) is different from shortening the delivery time of
products with 3 weeks within an existing logistical chain. What is described below, aims on the way
in which you can execute process-improvement projects and how we handle this within iPM.
We want to emphasize again that we work with a two-pillar policy within iPM. Many problems are
not complex and can be handled by a team. On average 80% of the issues is not complex, so do not
use complex and demanding project structures for those issues, but solve them. The second pillar
consists of complex cases. Cutting a delivery time of a logistical chain in half is not something you do
overnight and this thus needs to be handled with a project. We execute these projects in the way
described below.

Leadership, cooperation and culture
Per project (or case) you have a different project team. In these teams at least the employees that
have know-how about these subjects participate. Often they work in the chain where the problem is
present. Possibly key team members are present because they have learned to work in projects and
guide the project team through the right steps. Every project starts with a clear assignment, which
will be agreed on with the principal (the one that gives the assignment). This does not mean that
the problem (and thus often the solution) is clear. It is important that the project team commits to
the assignment. Moreover, agreements are made on dividing tasks and on the code of conduct. If
necessary, there will be training on working in project groups and on problem solving skills. Problem
solving is one of the most important components within LEAN and SIX SIGMA and is very useful in
solving complex cases within processes.
There are situation that ask for another way of thinking or approaching the problem. Why does
this problem arise or why does it keep repeating itself? If it becomes evident during the problem
analyses that a change in behavior- or thinking patterns is needed, problem solving skills will not
suffice. Specific support is needed, tailored to your assignment. Together with the ones involved,
obstacles within the current culture and obstructing beliefs are made explicit. By learning to look at
cases together and from a different point of view, there will be more openness to get to causes that
lay deeper in the organization, to change those causes and to change sustainably.
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Strategy and steering information
Projects are in fact the implementation of changes in customer processes, done by means of a project.
The process owner knows which projects are running in his chain. He prioritized them himself,
together with the MT, and thus functions as principal for the project team. The project assignment
describes clearly what the expected contribution of the projects is on level 1 (customer chain level)
KPIs. During the implementation the effect can be followed with the same KPIs as determined in the
KPI-tree of this customer chain.

Processes and improvement
As said before, the essence of solving complex cases consists of problem solving. During problem
solving activities a number of steps are followed systematically.

Figure 10: steps during an improvement project / problem solving
1. Identify pain points: identifying pain points is easy during the brown paper session we execute
when mapping customer processes. Employees are asked what issues they come across during the
execution of the process. During a brainstorm session the issues arise. These issues need to be
clustered. There is not much to read about how you could do this in the best way. Soon you will
arrive at affinity diagrams, but that is only technical. Our tip is to match the clusters to not-realizing
of customer values (for example not delivering on time to customers) and the internal values (for
example lower unmarketable inventories). The customer values have been determined in phase 1.
You get insight in the issues that hold us from realizing customer value (and of course internal value).
It is not unusual to gather more than 100 issues in a customer chain that add up to more than 10
clusters.
2. Describe problems: when the project assignment is determined broadly, it is wise to look at all
clusters. When the project assignment is more narrow and about improving one or multiple customer
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values (or internal values) you only have to look at the clusters relevant for that. Every cluster gets a
name and per cluster one or more problem statements are defined. This happens by means of the SCI
method: sentences that describe first the situation, after that the complication and lastly the impact.
The situation is what you see; the broken product or the high inventory. The complications are the
consequences; these can be extra work, extra use of material, extra other costs (e.g. transport),
missed turnover or extra requirement of capital. The impact is the € value of these consequences.
An example: because of a mistake in stacking products on pallets, we can now transport 30% less
products in the truck and we need 2 FTE more manpower in the storage room with a total waste of
€ 300.000 per year. Or, because of an inefficient inflow process, we have 2% less students and we
place 10% of the students in the wrong field of study, which costs € 800.000 and causes us to have
8% more outflow without diploma. To execute this, measuring and analyzing are very important.
Everything must be based on facts. Because it is clear what the impact of every problem is, it is easier
to make decisions when you have multiple problem statements. At this time we can determine with
reasonable security whether the project assignment can be realized.
3. Determine root causes: when the problem(s) is known we make a root cause analysis. We want
to know what causes these problems. Diverse techniques exist, like 5 times Why or Ishikawa. Within
iPM we use a derived technique where we distinguish active causes, barriers that are broken through
or special circumstances. The essence of all methods is to find the root cause on the basis of asking
why. It is a very simple technique, but it is difficult to execute. If the session is not guided well, the
team will get of the active causes-track and wrong conclusions are drawn.
4. Develop solutions: we know the causes, so the solutions can be easily identified. There are multiple
solutions possible and in a brainstorm session they come up easily. Which solutions have the most
impact and cost the least money? These solutions are interesting for the next step.
5. Test solutions: before doing a big bang implementation, we test the solution. Does the solution
have the desired effect and does it solve the problem? Than we have fulfilled the assignment and can
start implementing the solution. If not, we will have to find additional solutions and for this we can
look at what has been determined in the previous steps.
6. Review results: during this step it becomes clear whether the solution fulfills the expectations and
if so, we are ready for further implementation. An implementation plan is determined.
7. Standardize solutions: implementing solutions affects the process model and work instructions.
These need to be adjusted. Employees need to be trained or made aware of the new method of
working. When everyone is using this new method, the process is standardized. The new method of
working becomes a fact.
Implementing these kinds of techniques asks for some kind of maturity of the organization and
from the processes within the organization. Problem solving is a competency that should not be
underestimated. Together with other LEAN and SIX SIGMA principles, good results can be achieved.
It does not make sense to apply these techniques when customer processes are not standardized. At
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many organizations this is the case, which becomes clear during the brainstorm session. Many issues
will have to do with the fact that tasks, responsibilities and privileges are not clear, that tasks are
executed differently etc. If this is the case, the first step will be: define the standard together. This
will lead to immediate results.

Information logistics
The running projects make maximum use of the KPI-reports and analytical opportunities. The
projects ask for a lot of data to draw the right conclusions. The effects of the projects can be seen in
the impact they have (over time) on the customer process level 1 KPIs.
Furthermore, the progress of projects will be followed by a monthly (or two-weekly) report where
on one A4 it becomes clear how the project is running. Program management makes an overview
based on this, what will be discussed during MT steering- and improvement session and adjusted
whenever needed.

Results
Projects are prioritized and initiated in the context of strategy. The process owner knows the projects
relevant for his customer chain. He is involved as principal and can clarify the progress of his projects.
He knows the planning. Program management is running. Scarce resources are spent to the most
relevant projects. The way in which projects are executed can differ. Projects that have to deal with
process improvements use a practical, systematic method that applies the advantages of LEAN and
SIX SIGMA. Project leaders and members become more competent in implementing and executing
projects and in problem solving.
Sometimes, organizations are in doubt about whether this method of doing projects fits their
organization. Will this work in offices, education- or care organizations? Our experience is that
LEAN works in all surroundings. For SIX SIGMA a lot more data is needed that is often lacking in
non-industrial organizations. This makes the application of SIX SIGMA for those types of organizations
a bit more difficult.
During the implementation of solutions the customer process changes. It is important that customer
interaction moments in every customer chain are looked at critically. It needs to be clear in which
way these moments of truth need to be executed. Per moment the channel, tone of voice, delighter,
frequency, etc. are analyzed. The journey that your customers make through your customer chains,
needs to be an experience.
The throughput time of a problem solving project - from assignment definition until coming up with
the right solutions - takes about two to three months. Analysis and fact-finding take time. Project
participants do this besides their daily work and are mostly available for only one day or part of the
day per week. After that solutions need to be tested and depending on the complexity it could take
half a year until a year until the project is finished. You have to wait for the results. That is one of the
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reasons why the enthusiasm about LEAN and SIX SIGMA diminishes over time. Only working with
this phase is therefore not a good idea according to us. iPMs two-pillar method makes sure we keep
this enthusiasm because we book the first results soon during steering and improvement sessions.
“iPM Partners combines LEAN and strategy with integral Performance Management.
Consequently, a clear way of steering and improving of processes on the shop floor
originates. By matching steering and improving with the strategy, the path is like a
circle, and the organization moves in the right direction.”
John Maes, Operations Director Obvion N.V.
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8. Phase 5: securing and continuously improving
The iPM program has been running for a while now. Your strategy landed properly on the shop
floor and the strategy map is known by everyone. Key values are concretized to do’s and don’ts
in culture and behavior. The steering and improvement sessions at the improvement boards are
running well and have become a natural moment in daily operations. Three levels of steering have
been implemented. Team leaders and teams develop their performing skills. Some teams might need
extra attention. Projects for complex cases deliver the first results and new projects can be started.
The key team has become a term in the organization and new members apply themselves. Processes
have grown in maturity and thinking in customer chains becomes more normal. “Process owner” is
not a strange term anymore. The customer experience for your employees has enlarged, not only in
words but also in deeds.
Your organization is ready to start new teams themselves and guide them in the steering and
improvement sessions (phase 3) and ready to take on complex cases independently (phase 4).
Possibly one or more customer chains have to be tailored to fit the organization (phase 2). However,
your organization stands on its own legs and thus it is time for iPM Partners to let go. Meanwhile,
we have developed some mechanisms together with you to make sure that iPM, or how it is called
in your organization, will keep running. For example:
1. Centre of Excellence / managing organization;
2. Training and development (trainings modules for leaders and teams, repeated team pictures);
3. Anchorage with strategic process;
4. Maintenance of KPI-structure and KPI-reports;
5. Program and project management;
6. Management of process model;
7. Developments in process governance;
8. Developments in information logistics.
Below we will explain some of these points.

Leadership, cooperation and culture
The leaders within the organization, MT at front, are the carriers of the new way of steering and
improving. The key team supports them. At this time they have acquired a lot of knowledge and skills
and it is time to give this virtual team a solid place within your organization. Many of our customers
develop a Centre of Excellence (CoE) or put these tasks in an existing management department (e.g.
business office). The key team members take part in this CoE, as they have the expertise. The CoE
supports the MT and is responsible for program management, project proposals, project monitoring,
KPI-trees, KPI-reports (the technical part lies with ICT), process models, process methods, problem
solving et cetera. Next to supporting and maintaining this “hard” products and skills the team also
possesses skills concerning coaching and facilitating to guide and develop leaders and teams and to
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implement changes within your organization.
Every organization has to deal with personnel turnover. When leaders need to be replaced, guidance
is needed for the new leader. Team composition changes because of job rotation and new employees
are hired. Employees get to know the steering mechanism fast so this mostly does not lead to
problems. New employees need to be useful as soon as possible. Preparing trajectories can take a lot
of time, the standardized processes and work instructions are a good basis to fasten this trajectory.
Organizations can save a lot of money here.
Teams keep on developing themselves and our advice is therefore to make a team picture once in
a while (e.g. every 6 to 9 months) to see how the team develops. Often we are asked to make this
picture to make it more objective. This team picture scores the team on the six most important
aspects for successful performance and gives tips for improvement. The aspects are:
1. Objectives and commitment;
2. Division of roles and leadership;
3. Agreements on processes and work instructions;
4. Culture and mutual relationships;
5. Effectivity of improvement board session;
6. Dealing with improvement.
The gained knowledge and skills can be translated to (modules of) leadership development trajectories
(management development). The most important competencies for steering and improving can be
documented in the assessment dynamics of your organization. In this way you secure continuous
attention to this aspect. Meanwhile, leaders can start themselves with catching up on their or their
teams competency-gaps. The HR department can play a role as well as advisor when taking on
elements of steering and improving in their regular conversations.

Strategy and steering information
Strategy changes in time and this may mean that your strategy map and KPI-trees will change. It
is important that iPM stays connected to the strategy and that modifications are translated to the
strategy map, KPI-trees, KPI-reports and customer chains by the MT.
The CoE guards the philosophy behind the strategy map, KPI-trees and KPI-reports. It cannot be
the case that we just leave out or change a KPI. After all, there are cause- and effect relationships
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between the KPIs in a KPI-tree. These KPI-trees have been set up with care and rules and you cannot
change them unpunished. You might break the relationship between the KPIs, which has a lot of
consequences. This does not mean that nothing can be changed. The direction of the changes lies
with the process owner of the KPIs on his customer chain(s) and on the CEO for the result KPIs. The
CoE guards the concept and the KPI-rules to make sure that the KPI-structure stays intact.
The previous part also applies to KPI-reports. Everyone can think about the way of visualizing, but
the CoE gives urgent advice to the process owner before changes are made.
Meanwhile, the steering and improvement sessions at the improvement boards are running. These
moments have become a natural moment for the team members. More and more teams join. Teams
that have a setback are guided and successes are celebrated.

Processes and improvement
Program management is guided at the CoE. They receive ideas for improvement projects, prioritizing
and programming. The final decision is made by the process owners in the MT. Progress is guarded
by the CoE and reported to the MT. They will steer whenever necessary.
The CoE makes sure the process model stays up-to-date. Depending on the size of the organization,
authorship can become decentralized. In this case, the CoE will mainly take care of the testing
part, to make sure that process descriptions match with the agreed conventions. When dedicating
tools to the sharing of processes and work instructions, the CoE will have a functional application
management role.
Unifying processes is one thing, keeping processes uniform is another. Therefore, it is important
that there are agreements on management processes in the process model, so tasks, privileges and
responsibilities for changes to processes are clear. This management cycle ends on the shop floor.
Here everyone is welcome with improvement ideas as well and this is stimulated during the steering
and improvement moments at the improvement boards. Depending on the impact of the process and
the work instructions, subjects on team- or process level are authorized. The CoE will facilitate this
and take care of processes and work instructions being up-to-date. Finally, all employees involved
in the process need to know which changes have been made and they will do their job conforming
these new working agreements.
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If it is up to us, you will start in the beginning of the iPM-program with an initial fulfillment of the
process owner role. At the start, the process owner leads the customer chain meeting. He discusses
the performances and improvement opportunities within the chain with involved team leaders (and/
or employees) during the steering and improvement moment at the improvement board. He talks
to those involved when their performances stay behind. This does not mean that he is the “boss”
above all the participants, rather he is the captain. We have goal congruency in the customer chain:
delivering customer value in an efficient way. Moreover, the process owner represents his customer
chain(s) in the MT. Therefore, hierarchy is not relevant. The organizational structure can stay as it is.
After some time it can be the case that your organization wants to develop further to a subsequent
phase in process governance. A following phase does not mean a better one and is certainly not
a prerequisite to being successful. When you remain on the first level, that is no problem. The
next levels characterize themselves because they change your organizational structure to a more
customer-process-driven one. Furthermore, more tasks and privileges will go to the process owner,
possibly with responsibility for the budget. This last step seldomly happens at our customers. It is not
a prerequisite to use iPM successfully.

Information logistics
Where the functional role for steering information is for the CoE, the ICT department is responsible
for the technical realization. Meanwhile, you possibly possess a data warehouse and/or business
intelligence environment on the basis of tools you already had or bought. Changes in reports and
methods of analysis are regularly mapped by the CoE and realized by the ICT department (or a
third party). Possibly you start to use Excel less and put more data (and thus report- and analysis
opportunities) in a data warehouse and business intelligence environment.
Also, the technical management of a process management tool, if present, can be executed by the
ICT department or outsourced.

Results
You run iPM independently. The management processes are secured in the CoE. Steering and
improving the iPM way, has become a second nature. Implementations of changes go better and
more quietly. Objectives on the strategy map are realized easier. Your organization is an example
of how organizations should be managed and deal with changes in the 21st century. Changes
that have become the order of the day because of the dynamics in the market. Your organization
and its performances develop. You are ahead of your competition, which still uses the traditional
Performance Management. You are a best practice.
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“Together with iPM Partners we have worked on sharpening and steering
our processes where our students remain central. The method, the practical
appearance, experience and support that we have experienced are very
valuable and makes sure that we will realize the chosen path step by step and
learn from it together. Because after all everyone is involved in this journey
and we work on an organization that is ready for the future.”
Leonard Geluk, chairman Executive Board ROC Midden Nederland.
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9. What do our customers think of iPM
iPM has proved itself in a big number of different organizations, both profit as well as non-profit,
both the Business-to-Business sector as well as the Business-to-Consumer sector, and both the
market of physical products as well as the services market. The size of the organizations that iPM
has been implemented in varies from small (around 50 FTEs) to really large (more than 10.000 FTEs).
iPM offers value for every organization. On our website you can find a comprehensive overview of
customers and cases.
Who else than our customers can say what iPM and our service means to them? We want to give
the word to some of our customers. We are pleased with the statements they make about us. You
will understand that we cannot give all results explicitly, because of the strategic sensitivity of this
information.
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Business case: Sara Lee / Douwe Egberts
Customer profile
Douwe Egberts Coffee Systems delivers coffee, tea and other drinks together with dispensing machines in
the business to business market. It has identified and targets 10 distinct market segments such as catering
and restaurants, companies, education and healthcare etc. The company is part of Sara Lee and has various
brands such as Douwe Egberts, Laurentis, Piazza dOro and (Aqua) Pickwick. The company provides products
and services to thousands of customers.

Challenge
After the integration of seven business units Sara Lee became an organization
of more than 1,000 employees and required a new corporate structure.
An improvement in the delivery of customer processes was required.
Sound process with the focus on the customer together with good steering
information was needed in order to improve the service level and to be able to
realize the strategic goals. In addition to this, the IT landscape was outdated.

Program
iPM has delivered the following to Douwe Egberts Coffee Systems:

•

A strategic map developed according to the iPM method;

•

The definition of customer processes according to the conventions and levels
of iPM;

•

Establishment of frequent steering from management to the workspace;

•

Coaching of management in (daily) steering;

•

Improvement of main business processes;

•

800 aligned employees, trained in the methodology and philosophy of iPM.

The customer processes developed became the basis for a new IT system that is now applied worldwide
within the Food Service division.

Results
Douwe Egberts Coffee Systems adopted the iPM-approach throughout the organization. Performance
improvements were significant and the company became more professional in serving the customer better
and more efficiently. The experiences and results have been described in the book ‘integraal Performance
management bij Douwe Egberts’ (in Dutch). Subsequently, all Sara Lee companies’ non-operational business
units have adopted and implemented the iPM approach.

What does the customer say
“In two years the first processes and KPIs (connected to the strategy) have been designed and
implemented according to the iPM method. We started working according to these processes with the
current IT systems and at the same time fully integrated SAP implementations were undertaken for all
processes. iPM Partners and its iPM-approach have helped Douwe Egberts in making a big step forward.’’

Fred Vijvers, General Manager Douwe Egberts Coffee Systems, 2003 – 2009.
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Business case: Berkvens
Customer profile
Berkvens Doors & Frames designs, manufactures, sells, delivers and installs interior doors, interior
doorframes and sliding door systems for residential and commercial markets. The Dutch company has
been founded in 1933 and is now a financially sound and independent company of 430 employees. The
headquarters are in Someren (NL) together with three modern production plants. Products are distributed
across Europe from the sales offices in the Netherlands, Belgium and France.

Challenge
The economic crisis has had a huge impact on the construction market and Berkvens looked for ways to
handle this challenge. To maintain their market position they needed to adapt their strategy and customer
processes and the way in which they managed the business.

Program
iPM was implemented throughout the entire company. The following steps were taken:

•

Key Performance Indicators were defined and measurements implemented;

•

Some 30 Improvement Boards were set up to meet regularly to review
performance;

•

Steering at management, process and team level has been set up;

•

Various customer processes were described (up to SOP level) and
structurally improved;

•

The organization steers very often and at all levels;

•

A standardized approach to continuous improvement and root cause
analyses was adopted;

•

ISO 9001 and 14001 have been certified on the basis of iPM;

•

A management program was set up.

	
  

Results
With the assistance of iPM Partners Berkvens has achieved:

•

Improved customer service and better delivery reliability;

•

Significant decline in failure costs in the factory;

•

More involvement from everyone in the process of continuous
improvement of operations.

What does the customer say
“iPM
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iPM.”

Piet van Loenhout, CEO Berkvens Deursystemen.
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Business case: ROC Midden Nederland
Customer profile
ROC (Regional Educational Centre) Midden Nederland is an educational organization for secondary vocational education,
participational education and company education in the province of Utrecht. The service package consists of the initial
vocational education, contract activities, adult education, re-integration trajectories and prevention. With around 2.000
employees (1.500 FTEs) ROC Midden Nederland takes care for the education for around 24.600 students in 12 organizationoriented colleges. The partnerships with municipalities, employees, organizations, educational and social organizations are
crucial. ROC Midden Nederland succeeds when her students, employees of the companies she educates for, companies and
institutions are satisfied about the education and when she realizes a good diploma rate with little drop-out.

Challenge
The essence of the strategic course of ROC Midden Nederland focuses on the customer (students, companies and institutions)
and a healthy way of doing business. Within the strategy, called FOCUS, four objectives and program lines have been
determined:
•

A stronger market position, with better fit for the student, job market and society;

•

A better quality of education;

•

A customer-oriented organization with competent employees;

•

A more effective and more efficient way of doing business and a healthier financial position.

Program
iPM Partners supports ROC Midden Nederland during this journey in:
•

Developing the program and structure;

•

Establishing a joint vision on process-oriented working, steering and improving;

•

Education, accompanying and coaching of the entire management, the program manager, project leaders and process
owners;

•

Describing and improving education- and supporting processes (inflow, workplace education, job education,
examination, planning and making timetables);

•

Defining KPIs and developing steering information;

•

Supporting education and services at the implementation of the changes, among others by establishing improvement
boards and practical support for teams.

Results
ROC Midden Nederland works, with help of the iPM approach, to harmonize, improve
and steer the most important processes. They are in the middle of this journey and
experience the improvement of cooperation between supporting services, education
teams and locations. The quality of education is rising and work is executed more
efficient. Combined with relevant steering information, ROC Midden Nederland gets
better insight in the performance and step by step results are achieved. Important
is that the ownership for this journey is carried by the whole management and
employees.

What does the customer say
“Together with iPM Partners we work on sharpening our processes and steering where our
students

are

key.

The

method,

the

practical

appearance,

experience

and

support

is

very

valuable and makes sure we realize the chosen objectives together. Because eventually everyone
is involved in this journey and we work on an organization that is ready for the future.”

Leonard Geluk, chairman Board of Directors ROC Midden Nederland.
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Business case: Summa College
Customer profile
Summa College (before ROC Eindhoven) deals in big numbers: 22.500 students, 15500 employees, 23 schools and
a yearly turnover of 120 million euro. Nevertheless, within ROC it is the individual that matters. In educational
activities the students hold center stage; it is about the realization of their educational needs whether they are
teenagers, job-seekers or those already in work. In addition, ROC Eindhoven seeks to provide an optimal link
between education and the labor market.

Challenge
ROC Eindhoven has formulated five targets to strengthen their regional basis:
•

Reach more students, market growth;

•

Increase success for students, more diploma’s and less drop outs;

•

A more fluent transition from MBO to HBO, more students that start a HBO-program after completing
MBO;

•

More professionalism in education, ensuring the professional development of tutors;

•

A respected and strong position in the region delivering training and qualifications that are relevant to
the business environment.

Program
In order to achieve their strategic targets and to be able to respond to environmental
developments, it is important that processes are harmonized and continuously improved.
Processes should be robust and reliable, so that the focus can be on the students. When the
businesses focus is on results and not on the processes it becomes clear what is working and
what needs improvement. In 2006, ROC Eindhoven asked us to support the journey towards a
more customer focused i.e. student focused way of steering and improving their organization.
The journey was based on iPM, in which organizations facilitate their own transition.

Results
The journey, that continues today, has achieved the following results:
•

A 13% increase in the number of diplomas;

•

A 30% decrease in the number students that leave school without a diploma;

•

The right balance between educational quality and a healthy financial position;

•

The organization developed in a way in which continuous improvement has become
the norm.

What does the customer say
“A good method of doing business helps our primary process, education, to be executed
properly towards our students. Processes (daily work) bind schools, departments and
services. Processes take care of clear working methods and the same language. By
getting insights in the results and learning to steer and improve, we achieved measurable
results, but above all, we have established an organization that is ready for the future.”

Olaf van Nugteren, member Board of Directors Summa College.
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Business case: Obvion
Customer profile
In 2002 Obvion was founded as a joint venture of Rabobank and ABP. Obvion provides mortgages to private
individuals offered through 1400 intermediaries. With 320 enthusiastic employees Obvion has become one
of the biggest mortgage providers in the intermediary segment.

Challenge
In a turbulent financial market people are looking for a reliable and reputable mortgage supplier that
delivers products of integrity and quality. Obvion wants to be this supplier. They implement the Obvion+
formula, a program of very frequent steering and continuously improving client processes (based on LEAN).
They endeavor to live and breathe their customers’ needs.

Program
iPM Partners has supported Obvion in:

•

Developing the strategy map;

•

Translating the Obvion formula to the workspace, based on
KPIs;

•

Defining client processes;

•

Setting up and guiding frequent steering (LDMS);

•

Training employees on LEAN principles, using the
management game Top Print;

•

Training Obvion experts on LEAN, including Root Cause
Analysis;

•

The development of an Obvion game for creating awareness
of the strategy and the company’s values.

Results
This approach has brought the following results:

•

More involvement of employees in realizing the strategic goals;

•

Speeding up processes;

•

Better quality of service to customers as well as intermediaries.

In 2010 Obvion won the golden reward, for the best mortgage supplier in the Netherlands.
What does the customer say
“iPM Partners combines LEAN and strategy with integral
Performance Management. Consequently a clear steering
and improvement method originates on the processes
which is understood on the shop floor. By tailoring
management and improvements to the strategy, the circle
is full and an organization moves in the right direction.”

John Maes, Operations Director Obvion N.V.
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Business case: Evides
Customer profile
Evides Water company is a drinking-water company for customers in Zeeland, the south-west of Zuid-Holland
and the Brabantse Wal. Every day around 2.5 million people can trust on clean and tasty water, fresh from their
tap. Besides that, Evides offers ‘tailored’ industrial water services to big industrial clients in the Benelux and
Germany. The combination of drink-water- and industrial water activities makes Evides a versatile and reliable
supplier of quality water. The division Infra is responsible for assembling and managing the network of pipes until
it reaches the customer.

Challenge
The environment of a water company is increasingly dynamic. Changes in the pipeline network are daily
occurrences and are often initiated by the market. Reliable quality, high delivery performance and good customer
experiences are key factors. Keeping pace with the changes in this highly dynamic environment required a new
way of working, another type of steering, in which processes are continuously improved.

Program
With the support of iPM Partners Evides Infra is:
•

Developing a vision on steering and continuously improving;

•

Defining and implementing a strategy map and KPI trees on all customer
chains;

•

Setting up steering and guiding management tools;

•

Setting up improvement boards and guiding team leaders;

•

Training process experts in process improvement;

•

Executing and guiding process improvement projects.

Results
The way of steering and improving has led to the following results:
•

Better insight into the realization of strategic goals;

•

Steering on all customer chains with the involvement of all relevant links;

•

Involvement of employees in optimizing processes;

•

Speeding up and making more efficient the execution of processes such as adjusting the pipeline network,
maintenance work and connecting new consumers.

What does the customer say
“The power of iPM lies within the integration of current initiatives and matching
those to a vision of steering and continuously improving company processes.
Twelve months after starting the project “steering and improving” I look back
with pride to the achieved results: we have managed to significantly improve
steering of our primary processes, consequently we are better “in control”
and the throughput time has been cut in half at some points. A positive
external effect is that, because of the installed process improvement boards,
the communication with and participation of the shop floor has improved.”

Evert ter Keurst, CEO Evides Infra Divisie
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Business case: KWF Kankerbestrijding
Customer profile
KWF Kankerbestrijding (cancer treatment) has been the engine for cancer treatment in the Netherlands for sixty
years now. The objective: less cancer, more healing and a better quality of life. Therefore, there have been made
heavy investments in scientific research and there has been a lot of attention for prevention and patient support.
KWF Kankerbestrijding is a foundation and does not receive any government subsidies. All the money comes
from the yearly offertory, contribution of donators, actions and inheritances.

Challenge
KWF Kankerbestrijding has a structure that consists of a managing director, a staff department, four program
teams in which policies are developed and two cluster teams who are responsible for execution. In addition,
there are three important advisory committees. The organization was looking for a way to enhance mutual
collaboration, to improve the underlying processes and to target these towards the realization of strategic goals.

Program
iPM Partners has supported KWF Kankerbestrijding with:
•

Developing the Strategy Map;

•

Defining the end-to-end processes;

•

Draw up of a detailed process model for the entire organisation;

•

Implementation of a BPM (Business Process Management) tool
supporting the iPM roll-out;

•

Defining

key

performance

indicators

and

implementing

measurement and management procedures;
•

Training management on process-oriented steering and improving, using management game Top Print;

•

Centralized handling of first line support questions and requests (KWF Publiekservice).

Results
Through the iPM approach KWF Kankerbestrijding has gained more insight into daily routines and how these do
(or do not) support the realization of the strategic goals. It has led to a more process-oriented way of working
with steering and continuously improving. Process performance has been improved and the improvement is
visible and tangible across the organization providing motivation for further improvement. For instance, the
throughput time of grant requests is significantly reduced, and lost revenues due to reversals of direct debit
charges have also been reduced. A base has been laid on which KWF Kankerbestrijding can continue the fight
against cancer effectively and efficiently.

What does the customer say
“iPM Partners has a very flexible attitude, without losing the
objective. They sympathize quickly with the organization-culture,
keeping a fresh look at things. iPM Partners with its iPM method
has a constructive, critical view on performance improvement
that is communicated adequately to the right change tactics.”
Wim Vooijs, Manager Quality, program manager SLIM, KWF
Kankerbestrijding.
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Business Case: GGN
Customer profile
Groep Gerechtsdeurwaarders Nederland (GGN) is the biggest collection specialist and bailiff in the Netherlands.
In total GGN consists of more than 1.500 employees, among which more than 140 (candidate-) bailiffs, 500
collection specialists and 55 lawyers spread across 28 establishments in the Netherlands. Besides that GGN
possesses a great network of collection partners in and outside of Europe. GGN is the only organization in the
Netherlands that can call itself a ‘full service credit management organization’.

Challenge
GGN has been established in 2002 as a joint venture of fourteen bailiffs offices with rural coverage. The joint
objective has been from the start to serve clients, from SMEs to large, rural accounts, and debtors optimally and
at low cast. All offices have their own strategy, market dynamics and working method. GGN’s challenge was to
come to a joint strategy, coordinated market dynamics and strict steering on the basis of KPIs and streamlined,
uniform customer processes, including supportive ICT systems.

Program
iPM Partners supported GGN with:
• Reappraisal of the strategy and translating that to the GGN strategy map;
• Communicating the strategy to the shop floor conforming the iPM KPI-structure and method, where all
managers and employees steer high frequently and improve by means of the PIT Stop;
• Development of competencies in the area of leadership, steering and improving;
• Functional steering with establishing and implementing the data warehouse and the business intelligence
platform;
• Re-developing and implementing the most important customer chains and making sure that employees
work according to the new way of working;
• Making all processes / work instructions accessible and developing trainings to secure the new way of
working, also for future employees;
• Enlarging the commercial strength;
•

Accompanying the organization in the change aspects that are evident during this transformation.

Results
Both management and employees understand the GGN’s strategy better.
The involvement of the shop floor has increased because of PIT Stops.
Employees are challenged daily or weekly to come up with improvement
ideas and have a role in their realization. The insight in the performances
of customer processes has increased. The GGN customer processes have
been unified and the extent of automation has increased. Consequently,
productivity and quality of the service have been enlarged.

What does the customer say
“We are very positive about the chosen iPM method to unfold our company strategy. We knew
where we were and where we wanted to go. Now we learn how to get there together and
that positively affects our service, productivity and pleasure in working of our employees.”

Henk Keizer, Chairman Board of Directors GGN.
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10. Who we are
iPM Partners B.V. is a consultancy firm that is specialized in performance improvement. iPM Partners
is an authority in this field with an own method and viewpoint. Not only because of our vision on
process management, business transformations, customer experience, process improvement and
change, but also because of the practical application with proven results. From day one our focus will
be on your strategic goals, with a lot of attention to the development and the absorption capability
of your organization. With our passion and no-nonsense method, we will go for the desired result.
We have shown in practice that we can measurably make organizations perform better. You can read
how our customers think about us and which advantages they have achieved. We want to share this
knowledge with you, so you can profit from our experience as well. We have deliberately chosen to
publish this book for free in a way that you can easily share it with your colleagues and relations.
We are convinced that the iPM method can be successful for your organization as well. Challenge
us and invite us to your table. We possess the relevant knowledge, experience and tools. We would
like to help you with the implementation of iPM, because we know that you will perform better and
faster when we execute this program together.

Are you interested? Send an email to info@ipmpartners.nl with your name, function and details of
your organization and we will contact you.
iPM Partners is managed by Peter Geelen, Robert Bukkems and Fred Vijvers.
Peter Geelen has laid the foundations for the iPM approach and has a lot of experience
in implementing Performance Management, from the Executive Board to the shop
floor. Author of several Performance Management books, articles and this eBook.
Trainer, speaker and guest lecturer connected to the University of Maastricht. Peter
can be reached via peter.geelen@ipmpartners.nl or via

.

Robert Bukkems has been active since 1997 in the field of performance- and process
improvement. The last few years Robert has been mainly focused to applying the iPM
method in non-profit organizations, like education and care sectors and he is active in
both the Executive Board as well as on operational level. Robert can be reached via
robert.bukkems@ipmpartners.nl or via
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Fred Vijvers has led companies like Douwe Egberts and Duyvis through intensive
change processes as CEO. He has been globally responsible for e-Business within Sara
Lee and gained many experience with different cultures. As CEO he implemented iPM
with excellent results and he currently helps other companies and institutions to make
successful changes and performance improvements, from within iPM Partners. Fred
can be reached via fred.vijvers@ipmpartners.nl or via

.

Earlier publications
A number of books about iPM have been published. In 2005 the book
“integral Performance Management” has been published and in 2008 a
more extended description of a practical case “integral Performance
Management at Douwe Egberts” has been published. Furthermore, a
number of articles about this method have been published. The entire list
with publications can be found at our website. This eBook contains the
latest developments and gives you a total overview of what iPM means.
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Glossary
A short and informal explanation of the used terms:
•

Affinity diagrams: a way to cluster issues from a brainstorm session into logical clusters. A
technique where aspects that belong together go to the same cluster.

•

Business Intelligence: reporting and analyzing the environment for the data warehouse
(technical definition). All information you need in a company to make the right decisions
(functional definition).

•

Customer chain: a process that starts and ends with the customer. The start is a first trigger
(e.g. an order) or a latent need. The customer chain ends with a concrete product or service.

•

Customer intimacy: a basic strategy where an organization distinguishes itself by creating a
close relationship with customers. Relations and services are the most important distinguishing
aspects.

•

Customer process: see customer chain

•

Data Warehousing: a database where information from transaction systems gets stored to
make reports and analyses. It keeps actual and historical data and spares the source systems
of big report requests.

•

Delighter: a customer value that the customer did not expect, but what makes him very happy.
The customer does not miss them when they are not there.

•

Dissatisfier: a customer value that the customer misses when it is not there. Filling in these
customer values is a must.

•

Functional leadership: a basic strategy where an organization distinguishes itself by being
the first to deliver a new functionality. This asks for high innovative capability. Image and
functionality are the most important distinguishing aspects.

•

Governance: the rules and agreements about responsibilities, tasks and privileges concerning
the management of the organization and processes.

•

Greenfield: to be able to start without taking into account what is already there / not taking
history into account.

•

iPM: integral Performance Management is a Performance Management approach that
combines (1) strategy & steering information, (2) leadership, cooperation and culture, (3)
information logistics and (4) continuously improving processes, consequently organizations
are better capable of realizing their goals.
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•

Ishikawa: a variant of 5 times why, where one element is kept in mind. These elements are
variable, but mostly humans, methods, material, machines, process, policy etc. The causes are
shown in a fish-bone.

•

Key values: the values that characterize the organization and determine the culture and
behavior within the organization. They are essential and sustainable principles where the
organization – and most of its employees – believes in.

•

KPI: Key Performance Indicator is a variable to measure the performance of the organization. Is
quantitative and needs to be formulated SMART (specific, measurable, acceptable, realizable,
timely).

•

KPI-structure: the way in which all KPIs are set up and relate to each other within an
organization. Typical for the iPM KPI structure is that customer chains are the most important
element for translating KPIs on strategic level to KPIs on the shop floor.

•

KPI-trees: the cause- and effect relationships between KPIs in a customer chain and the
relations with the KPIs on the strategy map.

•

LEAN: a system for process improvement based on 5 principles, where customer value and
elimination of waste are central. The method consists of numerous tools to achieve this.

•

Mission: reason of existence for an organization.

•

Operational Excellence: a basic strategy where an organization distinguishes itself by being
and delivering flawless and “cheap”. Price, availability and quality are the most important
distinguishing capabilities.

•

Parenting Style: type of governance concerning management. You can distinguish strategic
development (MT determines strategy), strategic control (MT guards strategy and lower
management level is strategic developer) and financial control (MT guards financial
performances and does not involve in strategy).

•

Performance Management: the field that guards and steers the realization of strategy by
means of mission, vision, strategy, objectives and KPIs, consequently an organization is better
capable of reaching her goals.

•

Process model: gathering of all processes in an organization (or surpassing the organization)
that are set up under rules (convention).

•

P&C cycle: planning and control cycle is the gathering of steering processes in an organization
that plan and steer the organization together. You can think of strategy development, budget,
forecast, performance judgment and performance reward.

•

Satisfier: a customer value that makes the customer happy if you deliver more if it. More is
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better.
•

Steering processes: processes that steer the organization and determine and maintain policy
frames in the P&C cycle.

•

Silo-thinking: putting functional (department) importance above customer importance.

•

SIX SIGMA: system for process improvement based on DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve and Control) circle and where the variance (sigma) in processes is minimalized. The
method consists of numerous tools to achieve this.

•

Strategy map: an A4 (sometimes until A0) on which objectives and KPIs are written to easily
communicate the strategy to employees.

•

Strategy map IPM: an A4 (sometimes until A0) on which mission, vision, key values, objectives,
customer chains and KPIs are written to easily communicate the strategy to employees.

•

Supporting processes: processes within an organization that deliver products and services to
internal clients.

•

Team picture: snapshot in which teams are judged on their development in the quality of
steering and improving on six success factors for well performing teams.

•

Value Based Management: measurement of performance in which stakeholder value is
central. This means that besides profit also invested capital is important. After all, capital is
not free. Investors (shareholders) expect a certain yield on the amount of invested capital,
fitting to the risk profile of the organization.

•

Vision: the dream where the organization wants to be / what the organization wants to be.

•

5 times why: a method for problem analyses where repeatedly the why question is asked until
the root cause of the problem becomes visible.
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